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Taking aim at the 
Xerox Jazz Festival
“Day four of the nine-day affair was an 
embarrassment of riches, with large bullseyes 
all over the place.”
—   Mitchell Seidel reports from Rochester  

beginning on page 28

The engaging Davina Sowers of Davina and the Vagabonds smiles during one of several performances at the Xerox 
Rochester International Jazz Festival in this photo from June 27. The talented singer and pianist fronts a group that mixes 

elements of jazz, blues, pop and fun. Photo by Mitchell Seidel. 

Mother Nature vs Jazz

A week after reports of flash flooding and 
dangerous lightning moved local police to call 
off Jazz House Kids’ August 11 outdoor jazz 
festival in Montclair, the blues got lopped off 
of the Morristown Jazz & Blues Festival’s day  
as downpours washed out the Green in the late 
afternoon. More on Morristown on page 32.
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While September 22 ushered in the first 
calendar day of autumn, I’m not 

emotionally prepared to make the shift from 
summer to fall until October. It’s now time to 
break out the Halloween decorations — as 
holiday decorations are a big deal in my house 
and the beginning of the decoration rotation 
madness — and get onboard the “Celebration 
Express” which will quickly and steadily take us 
through the end of the year and all its programs 
and festivities! Mark your calendars, get onboard 
and prepare to enjoy all of the amazing musical 
offerings scheduled between now and the end of 
2018.

n As mentioned in my September column, NJJS 
is a proud co-sponsor/co-presenter of the Jazz 
Vespers series at Bethany Baptist Church, 
Saturday, October 6. Jazz Vespers at Bethany, 
started 18 years ago by the pastor Dr. Moses 
William Howard (now retired), has long since 
been shepherded by the Newark’s First Lady of 
Jazz, Dorthaan Kirk, and has a well-deserved 
reputation of excellence. The scheduled 
performers are NEA Jazz Master saxophonist 
George Coleman and Grammy-nominated, 
Hammond endorsed jazz organist Brian Charette. 
This special event will feature the music of their 
recent collaboration Groovin’ with Big G. The 
performance starts at 6 pm and is followed at 7:30 
with refreshments and the opportunity to meet 

and greet the performers. Bethany is located at 
275 West Market Street in Newark. This concert 
is FREE as is parking in the secure lot adjacent to 
the sanctuary. 

Here’s as sampling of what the jazz press as to say 
about George and Brian:

“George Coleman’s jazz legacy was forever 
secured by his classic performances with Miles 
Davis and Herbie Handcock. The ‘Memphis 
Mafia’ tenor titan is known for his unflagging 
attitude and virtuosity”  
 — Dan Bilawsky, All About Jazz.  

Brian Charette is “just the right proportions of 
refinement and rambunctiousness.”  
 — Chris Barton, LA Times

“A relationship several decades in the making, 
these players know each other well and play like 
it. Their collaboration is that of a musical 
homecoming.”  — Republic of Jazz 

Groovin’ With Mr. G is a “greasy Memphis soul 
party” comprised of classic tunes like Stella by 
Starlight, Body and Soul, Autumn Leaves, 
Alligator Boogaloo, Never Let Me Go and Tenor 
Madness. “It’s an album that will make you smile 
from start to finish.”  
 — Bill Daughtry, WBGO 

Don’t be left out of this very special  
collaborative event! 

Prez sez
By Cydney Halpin President, NJJS
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Member Discount  Claim your member privilege! Get free admission to NJJS socials, discounts 
to music events, discounts from partners! 

NJJs members discounts  Hibiscus Restaurant, Morristown and The Crossroads, Garwood 
offer NJJS members a discount of 10% off their check . The Berrie Center at Ramapo College offers NJJS 
members 5% off event tickets . $5 ticket discount for monthly Salem Roadhouse Cafe jazz nights .

Free Jazz socials…ongoing . Join us for music and mingling . Free for members, $10 non-members 
(applicable to membership) with just a $10 venue minimum . Watch calendar page 3 for upcoming dates 
and details . Beyond the schmooze, there are some serious musical prizes raffled off at our socials!!

NJJS Bulletin Board
Stay tuned to www.njjs.org    for updates and details.

New JerseyJazzSociety
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n As collaborations are in the air, this month plays host to abun-
dance for NJJS. As noted back in June, Don Braden joined our 
Board of Directors in an advisory capacity to shepherd our 
Generations of Jazz and Jazz Studies Scholarship programs. Also 
mentioned was the new Jazz on a Sunday Afternoon Series at the 
Grunin Arts Center of which NJJS is a proud media sponsor. On 
October 28 the Grunin Arts Center will present tenor saxophonist/
flutist Don Braden in support of his new album Earth, Wind and 
Wonder, his exciting new project giving a jazz inter pre tation to the 
wide-ranging catalogues of music by Earth, Wind and Fire and 
Stevie Wonder. George Harris of Jazz Weekly wrote, “Braden shows 
theres lots of songs that need to be swung. This is a cooker!” This 
concert is hosted by NJJS board member and author Sandy 
Josephson. Thus, a collaborative “three-fer” — three very important 
partnerships with NJJS. This is going to be an 
afternoon concert you’re not going to want to 
miss. (grunincenter.org)

n This month’s Jazz Social will be held Sunday, 
October 21 and will feature the Phyllis Blanford 
Trio. NJJS Socials are an great benefit of your 
membership and I hope you will take ad van tage 
of this FREE event. Doors open at 3 pm at 
Shanghai Jazz in Madison. Admission is $10  
for non-members, applicable to the NJJS 
membership fee if guests join the day of 
attendance. There is a $10 food/drink 
minimum for all. 

n NJJS produces a bi-monthly eBlast, an 
electronic newsletter announcing area jazz 

events, and sends it via email to all persons interested in receiving 
performance infor mation in their mailbox If you would like to be 
added to the recipient list, please send your email address to eblast@
njjs.org with “Please add me to your email list” in the subject line of 
your memo. We do NOT sell or share this list with any other entity. 

As a reminder, one of the benefits to being an NJJS Musician 
Member is that musicians can submit their performance dates and 
be included for FREE in our eBlasts. eBlasts are sent out on the 1st 
and the 15th of the month. Another value added benefit is that 
Member Musicians also receive a listing on our website with a link 
to their own website. Complete information on the eBlast policy 
and Member Musician benefits are available at www.njjs.org under 
About Us/Member Musicians.

n As the New Jersey Jazz Society looks toward 
future growth and development, we must also 
look to increase our advertiser and sponsorship 
revenue. If you are interested in advertising in 
Jersey Jazz, or on our newly redesigned website, 
would like to sponsor a Generations of Jazz 
in-school presentation or a Sunday Jazz Social, 
make an In Memoriam donation, contribute to 
our scholarship fund, or become a corporate 
sponsor with tiered benefits, please contact me 
at pres@njjs.org. NJJS is a qualified I.R.C. 
501(c)(3). Donations are always welcome.

Join me in celebrating the advent of fall.  
I hope to see you at a NJJS sponsored  
event some where soon! JJ

Stay tuned to www.njjs.org    for updates and details.

Like this issue  
of Jersey Jazz? 

Have it delivered  
right to your mailbox  

11 times a year .  
Simply join NJJS to get  

your subscription .  
See page 51 for details  
or visit www .njjs .org .

 

NJJS Calendar
Funding for the NJJS Jazz Socials program has been made possible in part by Morris Arts  

through the N.J. State Council on the Arts/Department of State, a partner agency of the National Endowment for the Arts.

New JerseyJazzSociety

October 21
NJJS JAZZ SOCIAL
Phyllis Blanford Trio

FREE for NJJS members,  
$10 public, $10 minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison 
2 sets, doors open at 3 pm 
www .njjs .org

Moving? Please email your new 
address to: editor@njjs.org; or mail to: 

NJJS, c/o Mike Katz, 382 Springfield Ave., 
Suite 217, Summit, NJ 07901.

October 6
BETHANY BAPTIST JAZZ VESPERS
George Coleman & Brian Charette

Bethany Bapist Church | Newark 
FREE – Concert  at 6 pm, refreshments 
and artists’ reception following .  
www .njjs .org

November 18
NJJS JAZZ SOCIAL
Charlie Apicella &  
The Iron City Band

FREE for NJJS members,  
$10 public, $10 minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison 
2 sets, doors open at 3 pm 
www .njjs .org

December 16
NJJS ANNUAL MEETING
Grove Street Stompers

President’s report to the membership and 
election of Board officers for 2019, plus two 
sets of music | FREE admission NJJS members, 
$10 all others, $10 food/beverage minimum

Shanghai Jazz | Madison  
2 – 5:30 pm | www .njjs .org
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(answers on page 22)

As the debate over immigration continues to roil the country, there’s no 
argument over the contributions to jazz made by foreign-born artists, many of 
whom came here to pursue their careers.  Fans should have little trouble 
identifying the homelands of these musical greats: 

Jazz trivia 
By O. Howie Ponder

CroSSiNg BorderS

1.  diana Krall, Bria Skonberg, 
Maynard Ferguson, oscar 
Peterson

2.  Sergio Mendes, Flora Purim, 
Claudio roditi, eliaane  elias

3.  Machito, Mario Bauza, Chico 
o’Farrill, Chano Pozo, Arturo 
Sandoval, Paquito d’rivera, 
gonzalo rubalcaba, omar Sosa, 
Pedrito Martinez

4.  Hendrik Meurkens, Andre Previn

5.  Stephane grappelli, Michel 
Legrand, Claude Bolling, Michel 
Petrucciani

6.  Angelique Kidjo, Lionel Loueke

7.  Hugh Masekela, Miriam Makeba

8.  Marian McPartland, george 
Shearing, John dankworth, Cleo 
Laine, Jamie Cullum

Howie also welcomes suggestions for future questions  
or comments from readers. Leave him a message at editor@njjs.org.

October 7

NJ Clean Water Action
9th ANNuAl FuNdrAiser  
“An Autumn Toast to a Healthy  
environment 2018”  
Wine, beer and chocolate  
tastings, savory hors d’oeuvres,  
charity auction and LIVE JAZZ!  
Gotta keep that water clean!!

For tickets and information  
call Jenny at 732-963-9714.  
PiNe BArreNs GolF CluB 
540 s. Hope Chapel road 
Jackson, NJ, 1-4 pm

Visit www.sandysasso.com for more info

sandy sasso
The Falling Leaves…
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                                                                           Restaurant  
and bar

24 Main St . (Rt . 124), Madison, NJ 07940
973.822.2899 • info@shanghaijazz.com

                                                      NO COvER (except special events)

Named “One of the Top 100 Jazz Clubs in the World” by 
DownBeat Magazine, Shanghai jazz has earned rave reviews  
for our food, service and ambience from The New York Times, The 
Star-Ledger, Zagat Survey and Inside New Jersey.

our philosophy is warm hospitality, gourmet Asian cuisine inspired 
by the seasons, a well-focused wine list and a full bar with almost a 
dozen beers on tap, including our own Shanghai Jazz Ale. 

We are proud to present world class artists six nights a week with no 
music charge except for special events.

Whether you enjoy dim sum and cocktails in our Long oak Bar, 
an intimate dinner with family and friends, or a unique social or 
corporate gathering, we look forward to welcoming you to our home.

— ThOMAS DONOhOe and the ShANGhAI JAzz TeAM

  Book your special parties at shanghai Jazz. call for information. 
Tuesday: 6:30 pm – 8:30 pm | Wednesday and Thursday: 7:00 pm – 9:30 pm

Friday and Saturday two seatings: 6:30 and 8:30 pm | Sunday: 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm

for latest schedules and updates, 
please visit www.shanghaijazz.com

Please note: We take reservations by telephone only 973 .822 .2899 and not by e-mail . 
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We’ve been seeing the sophisticated pianist/vocalist Daryl 
Sherman in New Jersey a lot lately. Many readers will recall 

the swinging set by her sextet that opened the 49th Pee Wee 
Russell Memorial Stomp back in March (marking her debut as a 
leader at that event). More recently she was a featured guest on 
Michael Bourne’s WBGO Sunday Singers Unlimited program, 
performing in the station’s Newark studio and talking about her 
latest Audiophile CD, Lost in a Crowded Place. She returned to the 
radio station a couple of weeks later for Barbara Rosene’s 
September 6 art gallery reception, where she sat in with Danny 

Tobias and Ray Machiarola as Barbara’s impromptu backup band (see Dan’s Den, page 38).  
And she’ll be at Shanghai Jazz in Madison on October 7. 

Next month she returns to New Jersey for another Garden State debut, this one at NJPAC, 
where she’ll present a tribute to Jerome Kern, the celebrated musical theater and popular 
song composer. Born in New York City, Kern attended Newark (later Barringer) High 
School, where he wrote songs for the school’s first musical, a minstrel show, in 1901, and for 
an amateur musical adaptation of Uncle Tom’s Cabin put on at the Newark Yacht Club in 
January 1902. For the NJPAC show Daryl will be joined by noted journalist and Newark 
historian Guy Sterling, who will share stories about Kern’s life and musical influences.

Daryl had a celebrated 14-year run at New York’s elegant Waldorf-Astoria where she 
performed on Cole Porter’s Steinway, and she’s been part of  New York’s jazz and cabaret 
scenes since the mid-1970s, one of the rare singer-pianists equally adept in both roles. 

Singer Carol Sloane says, “Daryl is the quintessential seeker, 
finding immense pleasure probing the oeuvre of America’s most 
beloved and impressive composers. One would think there is 
little left to discover, but Daryl’s tenacity and perseverance once 
again find the archival equivalent of 18K gold.” Ms. Sloane is 
someone who knows such things. Besides, Kern composed  
“All The Things You Are.” What more do you need to know?

 n  tHE SilvER liNiNg TRiBuTE TO JEROME KERN  
NJPAC 1 Center Street, Newark | Nov . 10, 3 pm 
Tickets: $25

the editor’s Pick
By Tony Mottola  
Jersey Jazz editor

New JerseyJazzSociety
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Big Band in the sky  By Sanford Josephson 

JerseystoriesJazz

continued on page 10

n Aretha Franklin, 76, vocalist, 
March 25, 1942, Memphis -- August 
16, 2018, Detroit. In 1960, John 
Hammond, who discovered such 
diverse artists as Benny Goodman 
and Bob Dylan, was visited in his 
Columbia Records office by a 
composer named Curtis Lewis, who 
brought a demo record of songs he 
had written. “The fourth one 
particularly caught my ear,” 
Hammond recounted in his book, 
Hammond On Record (Summit 
Books: 1977). “It was called ‘Today I 
Sing the Blues’ and performed by a 
young woman who accompanied 
herself on the piano…Her name was 
Aretha Franklin, and, even at first 
hearing, on a poorly made demo 
intended to sell songs rather than the 
singer, she was the most dynamic 
jazz voice I’d encountered since Billie 
[Holiday]. I wanted her for 
Columbia.”

Franklin’s first album for Columbia 
was Aretha, teaming her with jazz 
pianist Ray Bryant. It also featured 
Al Sears on tenor saxophone and 
Quentin Jackson and Tyree Glenn on 
trombones. She made eight more 
albums at Columbia, performing a 
mix of jazz, pop, and R&B songs, 
highlighted by the 1964 release, 
Unforgettable, a tribute to Dinah 
Washington. A review by AllMusic, 
pointed out that this album “is 
somewhat of a departure from her 
more R&B-oriented early work. However, the string arrangements 
of Bob Mersey and the jazzy bass work of George Duvivier mesh 
perfectly with Franklin’s high-flying vocal fireworks…the young 
Aretha is in total command of the material here, simultaneously 
paying homage to and progressing from the influence of 
Washington.”

She left Columbia in 1966 to join Atlantic Records, and that, 
according to JazzTimes’ Michael J. West (August 16, 2018) “proved 
to be the turning point of her career. Atlantic sent her to record at 
the acclaimed soul-music FAME studios in Muscle Shoals, Alabama, 
where she began what would become “I Never Loved a Man the 
Way I Loved You.” The title track and ‘Respect’ were released as 
singles, and they made Franklin an international superstar.” 

Hammond, in his book, acknowledged that Franklin had been 

mishandled at Columbia, which 
forced her to concentrate on 
commercial singles. “When her 
five-year contract with Columbia 
ended,” he wrote, “I was not 
unhappy to see her to go to 
Atlantic. I knew Jerry Wexler, who 
would produce her records there, 
and was sure he would return her 
to the gospel-rooted material she 
should be recording.”

Throughout her career, Franklin 
had 112 hit singles, won 18 
Grammy Awards, was elected into 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 
1987, and, in 1994, at age 52, 
became the youngest person to 
receive a Kennedy Center Honor. 
In 1968, she sang at Martin Luther 
King’s funeral, and, in 2009, sang 
“My Country ‘Tis of Thee” at 
President Barack Obama’s 
inauguration. 

The Guardian’s Richard Williams 
captured the latter moment in his 
obituary of Franklin, written the 
day of her death. “On a crisp, 
sparkling day in January 2009, 
Aretha Franklin stood on the steps 
of the Capitol in Washington, an 
ample figure swathed in a 
spectacular ensemble of coat and 
hat in two shades of grey, singing 
‘My Country ‘Tis of Thee’ to her 
new president. All around her, and 
down the full length of the National 

Mall, the vast audience included African Americans with tears in 
their eyes…She was facing west, as hundreds of thousands of slaves 
had done when they landed on a bitter shore at the conclusion of 
their portage from Africa. ‘Let freedom ring’, she sang, in the 
anthem’s famous exhortation, and many millions watching on 
television around the world could not help but share the resonance 
of an historic moment.”

Despite her popular success, Franklin, according to JazzTimes’ West, 
“continued to maintain a foothold in the jazz world; she appeared 
occasionally at the galas surrounding the Thelonious Monk 
International Jazz Competition, and at the 2016 International Jazz 
Day concert at the White House.” A statement released from the 
Thelonious Monk Institute after her death pointed out that Franklin 
“has been a longtime champion of jazz and a passionate advocate 
for jazz education. Through her generous support, she had provided 

 “The Queen of Soul ,  Aretha Franklin, was waiting for her cue during 
‘The Gospel Tradition: In Performance at the White House’ (April 14, 
2015) when I noticed her close her eyes in silence for a few seconds 
while standing in the doorway between the Green Room and East 
Room before she was ready to begin her performance,” Official White 
House Photographer Pete Souza. Wikimedia Commons.

Sanford Josephson is the author of Jazz Notes: interviews Across the generations and Jeru’s Journey: 

The Life and Music of gerry Mulligan. He’s written about jazz musicians in a variety of publications.
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Thelonious Monk Institute of Jazz 
scholarships for aspiring jazz artists and 
funded public school jazz education 
programs across the United States. 

She has performed at numerous events 
benefiting the Institute, including an ABC 
network special celebrating America’s 
music, where she delivered stellar 
performances of jazz classics, ‘Skylark’, 
‘How High the Moon’, and ‘Mack the 
Knife’.”

Jazz trombonist Keith O’Quinn worked 
with Franklin several times. In a Facebook 
post, he said: “She was truly one of the 
greatest talents to ever walk on a stage. I got 
to do the first Divas Live show on VH1. It 
was Gloria Estefan, Shania Twain, Carole 
King, Celine Dion, Mariah Carey and 
Aretha, all doing their thing separately and 
together. Aretha absolutely took over the 
stage and basically left the others in the dust 
…As humbling as it must have been for the 
other singers, who really did hold their own 
for much of the concert, it was also obvious 
how much they all admired and loved her. 
There will never be another like her. A gift 
from heaven.”

She is survived by four sons: Kecalf 
Cunningham, Clarence Franklin, Edward 
Franklin, and Ted White, Jr.

n Morgana King (Maria Grazia Messina), 
87, vocalist, June 4, 1930, Pleasantville, NY 
– March 22, 2018, Palm Springs, CA. King 
recorded about 20 albums, sang in night-
clubs for more than 50 years, and had a hit 
record, “A Taste of Honey,” in 1964. But 
she is probably best known for portraying 
Vito Corleone’s wife in the 1972 movie, The 
Godfather. Her death, from non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma, was not reported until con-
firmed in August 2018 by the Riverside 
County, CA, coroner’s office.

According to a 2016 article in JazzTimes, 
King, as a teenager, was introduced to Billie 
Holiday and sang “Body and Soul” to her in 
Holiday’s dressing room. Holiday reportedly 
responded, saying, “You better take care of 
this baby ‘cause that’s my child.” The New 
York Times’ John S. Wilson once compared 

King favorably to Holiday. Writing in 1972, 
he described her as “a unique performer, a 
one-of-a-kind individualist who can be 
related to no other singer except, distantly, 
but quite favorably, to Billie Holiday.”

The Washington Post’s Matt Schudel 
(August 14, 2018) wrote that “her haunting 
vocal style” enabled her to “float to the 
heights with a breathy intimacy, then dip 
into a rich, bluesy middle range with supple, 
pitch-perfect control.” King’s debut album 
on the Mercury label in 1955 was entitled 
Morgana King Sings the Blues and was a 
tribute to vocalist Helen Morgan. Another 
notable album, recorded on Reprise in 1965, 
was It’s a Quiet Thing, a memorial to her 
second husband, trombonist Willie Dennis, 
who was killed in an automobile accident.

In the 2016 JazzTimes article, James Gavin 
wrote about her “A Taste of Honey” success. 
“Employing operatic flourishes and the 
melismatic wail of Sephardic music, King 
reinvented the tune so lavishly that it was 
almost unrecognizable from what its 
composer, Bobby Scott, had written.” 

Asked about that, she said, “I want freedom 
to fly, freedom to take people on a passage. I 
like to take my babies (her musicians) and 
say, ‘Come with me; we’re gonna go to the 
Wizard of Oz!’ ”

Interviewed on the DVD release of The 
Godfather, Francis Ford Coppola, the film’s 
director, said King “just made me think of 
the kind of handsome, authentically Sicilian 
woman that would be his wife”, referring to 
Corleone, played by Marlon Brando. 

King apparently had to be persuaded to do 
the movie, but she acknowledged that she 
“knew the culture, the psychology” of the 
world of The Godfather from her Sicilian-
born parents. “Francis,” she said, in a 1988 
interview, “would ask me if the set looked 
like a real Sicilian house. I told him to put a 
statue of St. Anthony on the wall.” She also 
appeared in The Godfather: Part II in 1974. 
Her character died, but she refused to be 
filmed in the casket. “I asked them, ‘What 
lines can I speak from a casket?’ ” she told 
The Boston Globe in 1977. “So, the person 
you saw in the coffin was the mother of the 
director, Francis Ford Coppola.” 

She is survived by a grandson.

n Patrick Williams 79, composer, April 23, 
1939, Bonne Terre, MO – July 25, 2018, 
Santa Monica, CA. Williams was best 
known for writing music for television 
programs such as The Mary Tyler Moore 
Show, The Streets of San Francisco and 
Columbo. However, in 1976, he was 
nominated for a Pulitzer Prize in music for 
An American Concerto, a Columbia album 
featuring alto saxophonist Phil Woods, 
keyboardist Dave Grusin, drummer Grady 
Tate, bassist Chuck Domanico, and the 
London Symphony Orchestra.

He also spent a lot of time in recording 
studios, working with top jazz musicians. 
He was nominated for 19 Grammy Awards, 
most of them for his jazz arrangements and 
compositions and won a Grammy Award in 
1974 for his Capitol album, Thresholds, a big 
band collection of jazz, rock, and classical 
compositions. The featured soloists were 
jazz multi-reedist Tom Scott and trumpeter 
Marvin Stamm. Williams also made several 
albums in the 1980s on his own Soundwings 
label, featuring Scott and trombonist Bill 
Watrous.

According to Variety’s Jon Burlingame (July 
25, 2018), Scott once said Williams’ charts 
“have a lyrical quality that makes them fun 
to play, and they swing like hell. Whenever I 
get a call, ‘Pat Williams needs you,’ I would 
do anything to be there, whether it was a 
record or a TV show.” Flutist Herbert Laws, 
also according to Variety, said: “I’ve always 
had the greatest respect for Pat and his 
writing ability, with the melody and har-
mony and rhythm. The spontaneity of it all 
really intrigues me.” 

Williams started out writing music for 
advertising jingles. He then moved to 
California to try his luck writing music for 
movies. His first gig was writing the 
soundtrack for the 1968 film, How Sweet It 
Is! starring James Garner and Debbie 
Reynolds. He wrote scores for more than 30 
movies and was nominated for an Academy 
Award for his adaptation of classical 
melodies for Breaking Away, starring Dennis 
Christopher and Dennis Quaid. His 
television scores drew 22 Emmy nomin-
ations and four Emmy Awards including 
one for the Mary Tyler Moore Show spinoff, 
Lou Grant.
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In 1990, Williams told The Los Angeles Times 
that his goal for all his music was equal. 
“Whether it’s concert music or com mercial 
music,” he said, “if it doesn’t reach out and 
touch an audience, then I just don’t know what 
I’m doing.”

He is survived by his wife, Catherine Greer 
Williams; a sister, Katherine Morgan; a brother, 
Christopher; two daughters, Elizabeth Austin 
and Greer Williams; a son, Patrick; and five 
grandchildren.

n Tomasz Stanko, 76, trumpeter, July 11, 1942, 
Rzeszow, Poland – July 29, 2018, Warsaw. 
Growing up in Communist-controlled Poland, 
Stanko first heard jazz on Willis Conover’s 
Voice of America radio broadcasts. His first live 
concert was in Krakow where he saw the Dave 
Brubeck Quartet. “The message,” he told The 
New York Times in 2006, “was freedom. Jazz was 
a synonym of Western culture, of freedom, of this different style of 
life.”

His early influences on trumpet were Miles Davis and Chet Baker. 
“Their version of freedom,” wrote The New York Times’ Giovanni 
Russonello (August 5, 2018), “had an existential bent, a brooding 
autonomy, that resonated with him.” By age 18, he was playing 
professionally in Poland. Soon after that he connected with two 
well-known Polish jazz pianists, Adam Makowicz and Krzysztof 
Komeda. In 1976 he recorded Balladyna, his first album on the 
ECM label. It featured Dave Holland on bass, drummer Edward 
Vesala, and saxophonist Tomasz Szukalski. He didn’t record again 
with ECM until the mid-’90s when he made several albums with the 
label. Allaboutjazz.com’s Budd Kopman, in a January 30, 2015, 
article, recalled one of them, the 1997 release, Leosia. It is, he wrote, 
“not only one of the high points of trumpeter Tomasz Stanko’s 
40-year career, but one of the absolute gems in the ECM catalogue, 
20 years removed from his first ECM recording, Balladyna.”

In addition to leading his own quartets, Stanko appeared as a 
sideman with such musicians as bassist Gary Peacock and pianist 
Cecil Taylor. He also composed for movies and theater. One of his 
major achievements, according to David Adler, writing on the 
WBGO website the day after Stanko’s death, was “Polin Suite”, 
performed in October 2014 at the POLIN Museum of the History of 
Polish Jews. Commenting on footage of the concert he posted on 
the website, Adler wrote, “Hearing the life force, the subtly attuned 
adventurism, of this multi-generational, multicultural quintet, with 
Stanko’s horn burning calmly at its center, it’s hard to deny what 
Stanko took to heart from the very beginning: The message is 
freedom.” He is survived by his daughter, Anna; a sister, Jaga Stanko 
Ekelund; and his former wife, Joanna Stanko.

n Les Lieber, 106, writer/publicist/saxophonist, March 16, 1912, St. 
Louis – July 10, 2018, Fire Island, NY. Robert Litwak, a 
cardiothoracic surgeon, on drums; Ormond Gale, a judge, on 
trombone; Bucky Thorpe, a truck driver, on trumpet. Those were 
some of the musicians who played at Jazz at Noon, a weekly event 
founded by Lieber in 1965 to give non-professional jazz musicians a 
public venue to play in. Lieber was a publicist and journalist who 
also played alto saxophone and penny whistle. His first Jazz at Noon 
was held on a Monday in September 1965 at Chuck’s Composite, a 
restaurant on East 53rd Street in New York. The series ended in 
2011. By that time, it had moved to the Players Club on Gramercy 
Park South. And there had been many other locations in between. 

“I was dying on the vine as a musician,” Lieber told The New York 
Times in 1975. “I hadn’t had my sax out of its case in eight years.  
I felt there must be others like me who would love to play but 
couldn’t get a rhythm section together without disrupting their 
families.”

In addition to the amateurs, Lieber managed to book a guest 
professional artist each week. The guests included Dizzy Gillespie, 
Buddy Rich, Clark Terry, Bobby Hackett and Jon Hendricks, among 
others. In 1987, Hendricks paid the non-professionals a 
compliment. According to Neil Genzlinger, writing in The Times on 
July 16, 2018, Hendricks, after appearing at Jazz at Noon in 1987, 
said, “I’d call them non-working musicians, rather than non-
professionals because they could virtually all make a living as good 
musicians had they not chosen a different career.” 

The most popular of the non-professionals was probably John 
Bucher, a stockbroker described by The Times as “the best amateur 
jazz cornetist in the United States, and the only one who can give 
the latest Dow Jones averages between the second and third 
choruses.” Lieber would sometimes rank the players by profession. 
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Les Lieber relaxes in his Greenwich Village home. October 26, 2013. Photo by Mitchell Seidel.
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He said doctors were better than lawyers 
because they were “more romantic, more 
interested in humanity.” Politicians, he 
added, were “among the worst musicians.” 
Survivors include: his second wife, Edith; 
two sons, David and Jonathan; two 
stepsons, Jamie and Jeffrey Katz; seven 
grandchildren and step-grandchildren; and 
one great-grandchild.

n Glenn D. Anacker, aka Glenn Davis, 78, 
drummer, October 10, 1939, Somerville, NJ 
– July 23, 2018, Long Valley, NJ.  
Harry Leahey was a leading jazz guitarist in 
the 1980s who had a popular trio which 
included Davis on drums along with bassist 
Roy Cumming. As a young pianist, Jerry 
Vezza “would hear them every chance I 
could.” In an email to Jersey Jazz,Vezza 
recalled that Davis “had an impeccable feel 
and could swing as hard as any drummer, 

but, above all else, he approached his 
playing with the intention of making the 
band as musical as possible.”

Davis started playing professionally while 
still a student at Somerville High School. In 
the 1960s, he toured with pianist Bernard 
Pfeiffer and bassist Gus Nemeth, while also 
performing and recording with pianist John 
Coates, Jr. In the ’70s, he joined pianist 
Mike Melillo’s quartet, In Free Association, 
which also included Leahey and Cumming. 
In addition, he led a jazz group with saxo-
phonist Bennie Wallace and performed and 
recorded with bassist Gary Mazzaroppi. 
Eventually, he and Vezza were reunited in 
Vezza’s trio. For more than 30 years, Davis 
taught at Lafayette College in Easton, PA. 
Vezza pointed out that Davis, “had a big 
heart, especially when it came to teaching 
and mentoring younger musicians. All the 

things that he gave to so many of us in the 
jazz community, his fellow musicians, 
students and friends are beyond measure. 
Glenn lived an artistic life authentically, but 
always with humility and humor, which he 
maintained through his long and heroic 
battle with Parkinson’s Disease. More than a 
great drummer, Glenn Davis was a great 
human being.”

Survivors include Bonnie Shields, his 
partner of 25 years; and his sister-in-law, 
Maddie Anacker. A celebration of his life 
and a fundraiser for Parkinson’s will be held 
on Thursday, October 11, at the Deer Head 
Inn in Delaware Water Gap, PA. Donations 
may also be made in Davis’ name to Rock 
Steady Boxing Central, a Parkinson’s 
exercise program: 3285 Evergreen Lane, 
South Plainfield, NJ 07080.  JJ
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On Wednesday, August 22, we returned to 
Madison’s Shanghai Jazz to see Olli Soikkeli, 

a compelling young power on the guitar. It 
actually wasn’t his gig. He and bassist Eduardo 
Bello were two thirds of a trio pianist Alberto 
Pibiri put together for his club debut as a leader. 

The gig was a celebration of Mr. Pibiri’s CD Jazz 
Legacy, and a copy stood prominently displayed 
on the piano. Its cover is a portrait photo of an 
impishly grinning Mr. Pibiri. Since he was 
unknown to us, I observed him as we enjoyed 
dinner before the gig. That photo reflected the 
young man we saw. He was energetic and 
happily preparing as the crowd slowly grew. His 
mid-week drawing power was impressive, because the room was 
respectably full by the time host Tom Donohoe introduced the 
musicians. 

They started with a nice up-tempo take of “Tangerine” and then 
barreled into a blistering “Seven Come Eleven” that had me 
grinning delightedly. The leader matched Olli’s speed and 
inventiveness in a wonderful back and forth that I was sorry had to 
end. Surprisingly, it was only when they played the fourth number, 
“For Oscar,” that they first did a composition from the CD. Mr. 
Pibiri explained that Oscar Peterson was his idol, and that master’s 

style was a clear influence on his playing. Perhaps 
it was his excite ment about the evening, or just 
the way he plays, but if his style is influenced by 
Oscar, his energetic handling of the keyboard 
often reminded me of Erroll Garner.

Jazz Legacy is made up of the leader’s original 
compositions. It has an impressive number of 
guest artists with wide stylistic range, including 
Adrian Cunningham, Dave Stryker, Sheila 
Jordan, Jay Clayton and Miriam Waks. Ms. Waks  
name may be less familiar than the others, but 
not to Mr. Pibiri who announced that they will 
soon be married. He further explained that he 
had met Sheila Jordan while he lived in Paris. 

She hired him as an accompanist, and they became friends. She 
urged him to move to New York, sponsoring him when he did. 

The musicians gave a performance of mostly music and minimal 
talking. Out of the 14 selections played, few were on the CD. Several 
more were his unrecorded originals, and one was a blues improvised 
then and there. An unexpected treat was a nice rendition of the 
seldom heard “Cocktails for Two,” but it was Oscar Peterson’s 
lovely “Nigerian Marketplace” that was most memorable. All in all, 
we enjoyed a wonderful introduction to a talented pianist/
composer, and look forward to seeing him again. JJ

Italian Pianist Has cd release Party at shanghai Jazz (sorta)
By Schaen Fox
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continued on page 18

When I read about jazz in 
Philadelphia, I expect to 

see something referring to Larry 
McKenna as one of the giants of 
that city’s jazz scene. Often it 
also mentions that the sax 
master is surprisingly not well 
known nationally. That isn’t 
true among jazz musicians. For 
example, when Larry first 
performed with Barry Harris at William Paterson University in 2015, Barry 
told the audience, “Until I heard this man, I didn’t know anybody still played 
the tenor sax like that…He gives me strength to go on.” We spoke by phone in 
November 2017 and again in January 2018.

Schaen Fox is a longtime jazz fan. Now retired, he devotes much of his time to the 
music and shares his encounters with musicians in this column.

talking Jazz

A Jersey Jazz Interview with Larry McKenna 
By Schaen Fox

Photo by Melissa Gilstrap

JerseystoriesJazz

JJ: Is there anything you would like  
to start with?

LM:: I’m on a new recording out with Sam Taylor, 
a young saxophonist who lives in New York . He 
records on the Cellar Live record label . It is owned 
by a guy in Canada, Cory Weeds . He is a very good 
saxophonist, and they record a lot of different 
saxophone players . Sam asked me to be on the 
recording, because he said I was one of his first 
inspirations when he was playing the sax in high 
school . It’s called Along the Way (Cellar Live – 
CL050217) . I’m on about five or six cuts . It’s a really 
nice recording with some of the top rhythm guys in 
New York .

JJ: You started making your own 
recordings not too long ago.  
Why did you wait? 

LM: No it was more than that . The first record I 
had out under my name was My Shinning Hour: 
Larry McKenna Plays Harold Arlen . That came out 
about 22 years ago . In 2000, I came out with It 
Might As Well be Spring, in 2010 I had one called 

Profiles and in 2013 I had one called Larry McKenna 
From All Sides . The reason for that was up until the 
1980s people didn’t make records on their own like 
they do now . If you weren’t signed to a label, you 
didn’t have records out . They used to call them 
vanity records if a guy made recordings of himself 
and put them out on his own label . People thought, 
“Here’s a guy who can’t get signed to a label, so he 
makes up his own .” There was something odious 
about that . After a while, people didn’t look down 
on it, so most of my record ings were self-produced . 

JJ: How do you react when you are lauded 
as great and yet unknown player?

LM: It doesn’t bother me anymore, because I’m 
getting some recognition now . A friend of mine is 
from Japan, but has lived in New York City for the 
past 30 years . When he goes to Japan he says 
people ask about me . I’ve never been there, but 
they have my CDs . I hear the same thing in this 
country . People will say things like, “Oh I’ve just 
been to L .A ., and people asked if I knew you .” Fifty 
years ago when I was out there, I couldn’t get a gig . 
I’m happy to be playing the music I like to play, and 

with good musicians . I’m 80 years old now, and I’m 
very active . The fact that I’m still out there playing, 
and people really appreciate me is more important 
than seeing my name in DownBeat magazine or 
something like that . I get to play a lot for different 
audiences, and it’s fun, so I’m not complaining 
about anything . 

JJ: I was pleasantly surprised when I saw 
William Paterson University’s Jazz Room 
series recently had you teamed with Barry 
Harris. How did that come about? 

LM: That was very strange . We did a concert 
almost three years ago at William Paterson . Grant 
Stewart called me and asked, “Do you personally 
know Barry Harris?” I said, “No . I’ve never met him . 
Of course I know who he is . He is legendary .” He 
said that he was up in New York and Barry Harris 
said, “You get down to Philadelphia, do you know 
this guy Larry McKenna?” Grant said, “Yeah . We 
have played together .” Barry said, “I would like to 
talk to him .” I don’t know how he had heard of me, 
but he wanted my phone number . I gave it to 
Grant, and never heard from Barry . A few months 
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went by and Jane Stein, a woman who works at 
William Paterson called . She asked, “How do you 
know Barry?” I said, “I don’t .” She said, “We are 
planning a concert with the Barry Harris Trio and 
we wanted another person to join the group . We 
ran a bunch of names by Barry, and he said the 
only one he wants is you .” 

It was never explained to me how he ever heard of 
me . I still don’t know him very well, but he is not 
the kind of guy that you question . When I finally 
met him, he was very complimentary to me, and 
we hit it off . That made me feel great, because 
getting that kind of recognition from someone like 
him really means something . We played the 
concert, and a few months ago, she called and 
said, “We want to do it again .” That is what would 
have come off if Barry hadn’t had that accident . 

JJ: You started playing at 14. That is rather 
late. What got you started?

LM: Back around ’48 – ’49, my family got a TV 
set . There was a show on with Johnny Desmond 
just singing with the Johnny Guarnieri Trio featuring 
Tony Mottola . I was ten or eleven and I didn’t know 
anything about jazz, but I knew I liked that kind of 
music . I especially liked Tony Mottola playing guitar . 
I said, “That is the instrument I want to play .” My 
mother got me a guitar, and signed me up for 
lessons . The thing is the teacher was teaching 
classical guitar . He was not a jazz guitarist at all . At 
that age I didn’t know what was going on . I would 
go for lessons, but very quickly lost interest 
because it had nothing to do with what I had heard 
on television . I quit . 

Then when I was 14, my brother brought home 
records of Jazz at the Philharmonic with Flip Phillips 
and Illinois Jacquet . That was a major discovery to 
hear that . I said, “Okay that is the instrument I want 
to play – tenor sax .” Again I went to my mother and 
said, “Now I want to play the saxophone .” She said, 
“You already had one instrument and quit .”  
I managed to get into the school band . They didn’t 
have a sax available, but they gave me a uniform 
and a clarinet because they wanted to have an 
impressive marching band on the football field .  
I couldn’t play anything at all . Every game I would 
go out for the choreographed routines . They had a 
100 piece band, even though some of the kids 
couldn’t play, but it looked good! [Laughs] 

Eventually I started learning how to play, basically 
teaching myself in the begin ning . My mother 
realized I was serious and then bought me a 
saxophone . I started taking lessons, and I was very 

enthusiastic about it . I picked 
it up very quickly . I was 
buying all the records by 
Charlie Parker, Stan Getz, 
Dizzy Gillespie and all the 
guys I liked . Within a couple 
of years I was playing gigs like 
weddings with high school 
kids and got to be pretty good 
quickly . 

That was my beginning at 14 
years old . My teacher was 
Tony Bennett . His full name 
was Anthony D . Benedetto . 
He probably came up with 
“Tony Bennett” around the 
same time as the famous 
Tony Bennett did . This guy 
didn’t steal the name . He 
actually played several 
instruments: guitar, saxophone and accordion . He 
made his living playing music, so he taught me all 
the things I needed to play a gig and straightened 
out my tone . He’d say, “You have to learn to read, 
you have to get a good tone, you have to 
improvise, you have to learn tunes to play from 
memory .” He made that all part of the lessons . 

JJ: Did any of your school musician friends 
go on to successful musical careers?

Not that went to my school, but I was chosen to be 
in the All-City High School Band, where they would 
take the so called best kids from all the high 
schools in Philadelphia into a band . In the spring we 
would perform a concert . In that band were Lee 
Morgan, and a guy who was a famous classical 
trumpet player in New York . He was supposed to 
be Lenard Bernstein’s favorite trumpet player and 
greatly respected in the classical music field . His 
name was Wilmer Wise .

JJ: When did you decide to make music 
your career?

LM: I think from the moment I heard my 
brother’s records . I thought, “Oh yeah, I can learn 
how to do that .” It never occurred to me that I 
might not be good at it . Actually the first teacher 
they assigned me to in high school, not the one I 
just mentioned, told me that I didn’t have any talent 
at all . His very words were, “You can’t get blood 
from a stone .” [Laughs] Luckily I didn’t pay any 
attention to him . That could have wiped me out, 
but I had a thick skin and thought, “He doesn’t 

know what he is 
talking about .” 

I stopped going to 
his lessons, and I 
think he was happy 
that I didn’t come, 
because he never 
reported me . So 
the very first year, I 
just taught myself . 
The next year I 
switched to a 
different school . 
One kid in the 
band said, “I’ll 
hook you up with 
Mr . Bennett .” I 
studied with him 
for two years, and 
then started going 
on the road .

JJ: How did 
your family 

react to your decision to make music your 
career?

LM:: After I had been playing these wedding gigs 
my mother asked, “Have you given any thought to 
what you are going to do with your life?” I said, “I 
am a saxophone player .” She said, “Oh no . You 
don’t think you are going to be as good as those 
guys on the records do you?” I said, “Well of course 
I do .” [laughs] I’m lucky I never questioned myself . If 
I was smart enough to think about it, I might have 
given it up . Eventually they accepted it . When 
music overtakes your life, you can’t really change 
that .

JJ: How did you manage to get into the 
Woody Herman band? 

LM: I had a pal named Jimmy Amadie, a great 
pianist who eventually became a great jazz 
educator with several books that he authored on 
jazz . He was in New York City one day, and heard a 
big band playing . He followed the sound into a 
rehearsal studio, and was told that it was Woody 
Herman’s band . Woody wasn’t there but was going 
to take the band on the road the following 
weekend . They were still putting the band together, 
and rehearsing at the same time . Woody had hired 
Nat Pierce to rehearse the band and hire people to 
fill these spots . Jimmy asked, “What positions are 
open?” They needed one more saxophonist and a 
pianist . He came home, told me the story, and said, 
“Let’s go up tomorrow and audition .” I said, “Those 
positions were probably filled before you left .” He 
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life on the road. 
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said, “Well then we could just 
have a good day in New York .” So, 
the next day we went in . You had 
to sign a paper and wait until they 
called your name . They called our 
names and we played . Nat Pierce 
asked me, “Are you related to 
Dave McKenna?” I said, “No .” He 
joked, “I guess all McKenna’s play 
good .” That told me I had a good 
chance to get into the band, but 
they just said, “Leave your phone 
number .” Three or four days later, 
my phone rang and the guy said, 
“You were chosen, and your friend 
Jimmy too .” 

JJ: What were your 
experiences on the road with 
that band?

LM: The first tour we played 
every night in a different town for 
53 days . We went down south and in the mid-west . We had long trips every 
night, and Woody didn’t have a bus . He had some dispute with the bus 
company, so he rented about five cars . They asked for drivers from among the 
band . If you drove a car, you got paid an extra ten dollars a week . That would 
be like a hundred dollars now . They had two guys hired to drive a van or 
something with the band gear, but we just put our horns in our car . Those guys 
had to leave early and get to the next gig to set up for the band . I think most of 
the guys that chose to do that didn’t do it for the ten bucks . They just wanted 
to be the driver . 

They had four guys to a car, and some trips were 500 to 600 hundred miles 
overnight . We would play a gig and get done about one o’clock in the morning, 
and then travel to the next town . If we got to the hotel before check in time, 
we had to just sit in the car so we didn’t have to pay for two days . Then we 
would sleep all day, get up, play the gig and stay the next night with only 
paying for one night . It was a drag, and you had to pay all your own expenses . 
When we traveled in the mid-west, it snowed all the time . That was unpleasant, 
and I got tired of it . Some people take to that life better than others . Woody 
Herman loved it . He spent most of his life on the road . 

JJ: I read that Woody was called “Road Father.”

LM: I never heard that until after I left . [Chuckles] They used to call him “The 
Old Man .” I think that was the standard title for all the band leaders back then . 
Woody was only 47 at the time; the same age as my son now . [Laughs] It is 
hard to think of my son as the old man .

JJ: Did you ever see him again?

LM: Over the years I got to see Woody a few times . When you think of all the 
thousands of saxophone players he had going through his band; when I did see 
him he always remembered who I was . I did make one record with the band, 
called Woody Herman and His New Swinging Herd . Later it came out on CD on 
the Crown label and they called it Crown Royal . It bugged me because I have 
one solo on the album, but the CD credits it to another guy . [Laughs] 

JJ: How did Woody react when you gave him your notice?

LM: I didn’t tell him . They had a 
road manager, and I had thought 
about it for a couple of weeks 
then I said, “I’m going to be going 
home, so I want to give you 
notice .” When you’re on a band 
like that, there is a lot of different 
stuff that goes on . I was 22 years 
old and most of the guys were 
around the same age . The oldest 
guys were 32 . I had two friends, 
Jimmy Campbell the drummer and 
Jimmy Gwinn a trombone player . 
They were the veterans, the old 
guys at 32 years old . One day one 
guy said to me, “I hear you are 
leaving the band .” This was before 
I decided to leave . I said, “No . Who 
told you that?” He said, “That is 
the word going around . They are 
going to replace you . Woody 
doesn’t care for the way you play .” 

That hit me hard . It was something I hadn’t expected . For the next couple of 
weeks I didn’t enjoy being on the band anymore . I thought they were going to 
fire me, and I decided to leave before they fired me . When I gave two weeks’ 
notice I expected him to say, “Okay,” but he said, “Oh man, we don’t want you 
to quit .” What the guy said was not true, but I had already notified my mother 
and friends that I was coming back home to Philly . 

We had just made this record with the song “Off Shore” in the key of A, and 
there was a solo on it which was kind of difficult because it put the saxophone 
in the key of B which is not an easy key to play in . I kind of nailed the solo and 
it sounded nice on the record . After I’d left, the band came through the area 
and I went with some friends to see them at the Red Hill Inn in Pennsauken, 
New Jersey . One saxophone players showed up real drunk and Woody fired him 
because it wasn’t the first time . Since I was there, the road manager said, 
“Would you come on the band again? We want you back .” I said no because I 
have a line of gigs already booked . He said, “Can you fill in until we get 
somebody?” I said, “Yeah because I’m not busy for the next couple weeks .”  
I went back, and the first night they called that song “Off Shore .” When I played 
my solo Woody said, “Yeah! That is the way it is supposed to sound .” The 
drummer said, “That is the first time that has been played right since you left .” I 
stayed a few weeks and then left . A couple of weeks later I got called again, 
and I went back two or three times just to fill in . This time I was okay about it 
and didn’t have to leave with a bad feeling about it . 

JJ: The George Young Review was quite popular in Wildwood, 
New Jersey when you joined. Would you tell us about that?

LM: That was in 1962 . During the summer in Wildwood, every 30 feet there 
was a nightclub that had several bands . There must have been hundreds of 
bands that were mostly lounge groups playing popular songs, rhythm and 
blues, and rock and roll . Most of them played a variety of music, and most of it 
was not jazz . George Young was, and still is, the supreme saxophone player . He 
had a group he had put together when he was a teenager called George Young 
and the Rockin’ Bocs . I never knew what Bocs stood for . Anyway, he decided 
he wanted to move up a step musically, and he put together The George Young 

continued on page 20

The Larry McKenna-Bootsie Barnes 4tet. The two octogenarian Philadelphia tenor sax 
greats performed north of the city at Penn State Abington on February 13, 2018. A new 
CD by the group is due to be released this month. Photo by John Herr.
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Review . He added three horns — a trumpet, 
trombone and tenor sax, which was me; previously 
he had himself on saxophone, organ, guitar, bass 
and drums . He had a book of arrangements written 
by Frank Hunter . 

Frank’s real name was Frank Huntermark . He was 
from Philadelphia . He was a trombone player who 
became mostly an arranger and orchestrator . He 
wrote for a lot of famous people like Nat King Cole, 
Arthur Prysock and a whole bunch of others . He 
was a great arranger, and I took lessons from him . 
George also had two singers, Al Nit and Jet Loring . 
They were husband and wife . It was very unusual 
for Wildwood as it was classier with actual music 
stands on stage . I don’t think any other Wildwood 
band had people actually reading music . We were 
there for the whole summer of 1962, and then we 
went to Las Vegas and played at the Riviera Hotel 
for eight weeks . Then the whole thing broke up .

After that, George moved to New York City and 
was there for many years . He made a very good 

living as a top call for record dates and studio work . 
He moved to the Water Gap area along with a lot of 
musicians to get away from the city, but be close 
enough to work in New York . Eventually George 
moved to California . He lives in Camarillo, outside 
of Los Angeles .

JJ:  When you were a young musician 
drugs and jazz were still topical and cool to 
some musicians. How did you avoid falling 
into that?

LM: At the time I came along about ten years 
later than a lot of the famous guys that got into 
that . I don’t like to name names, but we all know 
that many from the bebop era were heroin addicts, 
and when you see people dying from that, like Bird 
and those guys, that was a stiff warning to stay 
away from that stuff . I remember Art Pepper said 
that musicians thought that in order to play like 
Bird you had to take drugs, because that was what 
made him play so great . That was not true, but a 
lot of people in his age group thought that it was .  
I knew a lot of guys that got caught up in that, but 
to me it was scary . 

JJ:  Has anything memorable in your career 
taken place in New Jersey?

LM: Well, I’ve played 
many, many gigs in 
New Jersey over the 
years . I used to play 
for Frank Sinatra, 
Bobby Darrin and 
others at the Latin 
Casino when it was in 
Cherry Hill . I don’t 
consider them to be 
major events in my 
career . I was just 
playing in an orchestra 
behind them, but they 
were memorable . 
Sinatra hadn’t 
performed in this area 
for many years, so 
when he decided to 
work at the Latin, it 
was a big deal for 
weeks before he even 
got here . That was 
when he came out of 
retirement in the ‘70s . 
Sinatra actually had a 
police escort when he 
came in and was 
heavily guarded so you 
didn’t get to socialize 

with him . Bobby Darin came in a year before he 
died . He did a good show, but was also a bit 
reclusive . You didn’t get to talk to him . He did the 
show and then would leave right away . 

JJ:  Do you have any career souvenirs 
people visiting you can see?

LM: Only things like the plaques and awards I’ve 
been getting since I’ve gotten older . I don’t keep a 
scrap book or things like that . I wish I had actually .  
I do have some photographs hanging on the wall, 
but not many . 

JJ:  Have you noticed any cultural 
differences between jazz musicians in  
Philly and New York or other big cities?

LM: I don’t know because I don’t really go to that 
many places . Most of my whole career has been 
here in Philadelphia . Occasionally I’ll go somewhere 
else, but a lot of New York guys come here to play . 
I don’t think there is much of a difference . There 
used to be a time, and I don’t know if it was 
imagined or true, that people said New York 
musicians had an attitude that they were better 
than ones who were not in New York . I haven’t run 
into any of that stuff . That is the most important 
center of the jazz scene . When I go there to play, 
I’m always accepted really well . Most of the 
musicians there weren’t born there . They are from 
other places . I went to Los Angeles three years ago 
and, again, a lot of the people there are not native 
Californians . I didn’t notice any remarkable 
difference there . I think the world is smaller now . 
We all see and hear the same stuff . It is nothing to 
go to LA and be back the next day, so I don’t think 
there are great differences now . 

JJ:  Please tell us about your involvement 
with the Nicholas Cage movie Birdy.

LM: That was in 1984 . I got a phone call from a 
friend named Harold Karabell, a clarinet, flute and 
saxophone player . He was an excellent Dixieland 
clarinet player; well he was an excellent player all 
around . He did a lot of show work in the 
Philadelphia area . He asked me to be in this movie . 
He had been in the army with one of the guys that 
was going to do this movie, and they were going to 
shoot scenes in Philadelphia . They wanted to put a 
small band together of sax, drums, bass and piano 
to play in this dance or prom scene . Karabell called 
me and asked if I’d like to do that . I said . “Sure .” He 
said, “I want you to arrange the tunes they’ve 
requested .” One of them was “Rockin’ Robin .” You 
really can’t do much with that song, except play it . 
It was not a big band arrangement . He said, “They 
want it written down on paper and if you do that, 
you’ll be paid not just for being in the movie, but 
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also as an arranger . I said, “Sure . I’ll do that .” I arranged three songs, and it 
was basically just writing the melody out for each person with the chord 
changes and stuff . 

We then had to go to a hair stylist in downtown Philadelphia, because they 
wanted us to look like it was 1964 . A couple of the guys had beards and long 
hair, but they wanted us to look clean cut, so they had to have the beards 
and long hair removed . I didn’t need much, because I’ve never had a beard 
and always had the same haircut throughout my whole life . [Chuckles] On 
another day we prerecorded our music . At the actual shooting, we had to 
pretend we were playing . 

That shooting was on a Saturday in June, and it was something like 100 
degrees outside . They shot the scene in Woodrow Wilson Junior High School . 
The school was closed, and with no air conditioning . It must have been 115 
degrees inside . We had to stay all day while they kept re-shooting this dance 
scene . They had kids from Northeast High School . The boys were dressed in 
tuxedoes and the girls were in party dresses . Nicholas Cage and Mathew 
Modine were also there . They would shoot the scene and say, “Okay we are 
going to do it over .” It was very boring and unpleasant because it was so hot . 

The guys in the band all had gigs to go to . We never thought it would take so 
long, because we had been there since six in the morning . It got to be late 
afternoon and they were shooting the scene over and over . 

Finally, I went to the assistant director and said, “We all have gigs tonight .” 
The guy said, “Well, I guess you will have to go .” I said, “What are you going 
to do without us here?” He said, “I don’t know, but if you have to go, you 
have to go .” We left and I figured that we would not be in the movie . 

As it turned out, they went with the first shot that they took, even though 
they re-shot it 15 times . We all were in the movie, for about 10 seconds . That 
movie is Birdy and people always say, “Oh you mean Bye, Bye Birdie, or “Oh 
you mean Bird . I have to explain that all the time . [Chuckles] 

JJ:  We will end it with that. Thank you so much.  
This was a real pleasure.

LM: Well thank you .  JJ

A new Larry McKenna and Bootsie Barnes CD, The More i See You, with Lucas 
Brown, organ and Bryon Wookie Landham, drums will be released by Cellar Live 
Records this month. Also, Larry and Barry Harris will perform at William Paterson 
University on October 14 at 4 pm. 
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dIVa at NewPort 
A Long Journey to a Dream Gig

By Schaen Fox

Year 25 has been an eventful one for The DIVA 
Jazz Orchestra . When they started the band 

they were warned about the difficulties they would 
face . Happily, though they were warned, they 
persisted . Their discography isn’t as long as I would 
like, but it is filled with gems, and this year they 
capped it with a crown jewel -— The DIVA Jazz 
Orchestra 25th Anniversary Project . They have 
performed extensively, both abroad and at home . 
The premier summer performance venue, however, 
remained an elusive goal -— until Friday, August 3, 
2018 . At 11:40 am, DIVA opened the Newport Jazz 
Festival on its main stage, in the 200-acre Fort 
Adams State Park . 

Sherrie Maricle has always led the band, and 
dreamed about doing so on that iconic stage . For 
many years, she actively worked to interest the 
people responsible for Newport and many more of 
the greatest American music festivals . Sherrie said 
that after performing at the Playboy Jazz Festival 
for the third time, she mentioned to Darlene Chan, 
festival senior vice president and producer, of her 
Newport dream . Darlene told me, “‘Oh, I’ll call for 
you .’ She was true to her word, and we were 
offered the gig .” 

The official invitation arrived in October 2017 . Then 
Sherrie pondered what to play . “I thought about 
doing our ‘Greatest Hits’ of the last 25 years, but I 
decided to do something that reflected exactly 
where the band is now . We are celebrating our 
25th anniversary, and we have this new powerful 
and swinging CD featuring all original music 
composed by band members . So that is what I 
programed . Newport has a very strict policy of a 
one-hour performance time per artist . The music 
that I programed, as recorded, was 55 minutes . The 
remaining five minutes was for talking, if I talked 
fast and kept it brief .” Then Sherrie emailed her 
musicians . “I gave them the set list, and expressed 
my profound gratitude to share this opportunity 
with them . It was one of my bucket list gigs, and I 
was elated to share my dream with such 
remarkable musicians and people .” 

Several spoke of their feelings about the gig . Alexa 
Tarantino’s reaction was typical . “I was thrilled to 
play such an iconic jazz festival . I think it was a 
dream come true for everybody .” Leigh Pilzer’s 
thoughts reflected her years on the bandstand, 
“Honestly there was a part of me that said, ‘Well of 
course . We should be .’ It just seemed like the 

natural thing to happen 
after reaching 25, and 
having the CD .”  
All shared the two 
reactions that Tomoko 
Ohno expressed, 
“‘Wow! DIVA finally 
made it,’ was first, and 
I was so happy for 
Sherrie at the same 
time . She really, really 
worked hard to get to 
this point .” 

Once getting the band 
to a gig meant subway 
or bus rides . That 
morning, it still did for 
Jami Dauber, Roxy Coss 
and Rachel Therrien . They took the bus provided by 
radio station WBGO from Central Park to the 
festival . If any other passengers noticed them and 
their instruments, they said nothing . That was 
perfect for Roxy, “I had a gig with my band at 
Smalls the night before, and I didn’t get home until 
around 2 . Then we met the bus at 5:15 . I was able 
to sleep the whole way .” 

For others, it involved logistics . Some traveled on 
the day of the gig . Liesl Whitaker, Jennifer Krupa 
and Leigh Pilzer all live in the DC area, and took a 7 
am flight from Baltimore . To catch it, Leigh got up 
about 4:30 after only about four hours sleep . While 
they live relatively close, she said, “We don’t get to 
hang out as much as we used to . The three of us 
got on that plane, and we were more inter ested in 
visiting with each other than sleeping . Then Liesl 
rented a car and drove us . Everybody was like, 
‘Don’t go through Newport . Traffic will be bad .’ We 
did not encounter any and got there in plenty of 
time .” 

Janelle Reichman, now living in Michigan, also 
made the trip that day . She related, “I went to bed 
about 9, but I was very wound-up so it was 
challenging to get to sleep . I woke up at 3:30 am 
that morning and had a 5:30 am flight into Boston . 
Then I drove to Newport with our bass trombonist 
Leslie Havens, about a two-hour drive .” Alexa said, 
“I drove from Hartford with my dad . He is a big jazz 
fan, so this was kind of a once in a lifetime expe-
rience for him as well . He said, ‘I wouldn’t miss this 
for the world,’ and took the day off from work .” 

Tomoko and her husband visited family in Amherst 
Massachusetts the day before . “Then we drove in a 
serious storm to Middletown, Rhode Island to stay 
overnight at the cheapest motel in town . The 
Brazilian owner was so hospitable . I learned there 

is a Portuguese/Brazilian community in Rhode 
Island just like in Newark, New Jersey . So I was 
thinking of home .” Noriko Ueda also traveled with 
her husband, but to Old Stonington, Connecticut 
the day before . “It actually took us five hours 
because of the traffic . Friday morning I got up 
about 6:30 and we left at 7:30 and arrived around 
8:30 or 9 at the Fort for the sound check .”

Unlike the day before, and the day after, opening 
day had blue sky and a hot sun . Sherrie arrived 
early and went right to the stage . “The crew was 
amazing, total pros and incredibly respectful; we 
don’t always receive that kind of ‘Diva” treatment . 
The sound was as perfect as you could imagine . 
Hundreds of audience members were already 
beginning to gather . The rest of the band showed 
up between 9:30 and 10 . We set up, did our sound 
check; then took about an hour break .” Then they 
returned to that iconic stage . 

Surprisingly, for some, it was their first time at the 
festival . Janelle explained, “I’d never gone as a 
tourist . I should have, but the reality is I lived in 
New York City for ten years, doing music . It is 
amazingly difficult to get away for anything other 
than performing and gigs . The greatest thing about 
being there was knowing how many jazz greats 
have performed where we were sitting . I was 
thinking of the Ellington Band’s Live at Newport .  
I listened to that a lot . It was just wonderful, an 
absolutely gorgeous day . The water was so blue 
with all sorts of boats on the water, and die-hard 
jazz fans sitting in the blazing heat . It wasn’t hard 
to tell that they were baking . I was so thankful we 
weren’t in the sun . It was quite cool on the stage .” 

When all was ready, Christian McBride, the 
festival’s artistic director, took the mic . Alexa 
remembered, “He said something like, ‘These ladies 
are power driving, and swing all the time .’ That was 
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great because that’s Sherrie’s motto for the band .” 
Janelle said, “He hadn’t over rehearsed anything . 
He was just calm and relaxed . He created a good 
vibe and put us at ease .” Then, Leigh recalled, “He 
hung out for the first tune or two . We opened with 
my piece ‘East Coast Andy .’ I’m playing my chart 
and hearing Christian McBride hooting and hollering 
‘Yeah!’ That was special . He was quite verbal in his 
enthusiasm for the band .”

The ocean breeze got their attention . Alexa 
remembered, “The wind was interesting . We had 
people with lose pages flying away . A lot of this 
original music has complex ensemble moments . 
For example, when I’m standing in front of the 
band playing my composition, I may use my music 
for conducting and cueing purposes .” 

For Noriko, playing her bass, “…was almost 
sometimes impossible . Sometimes I had to fix the 
music with the left hand while playing with the 
right . It is fun to play outdoors, but humidity was a 
problem .” Leigh said, “Because I sit on the sax 
section’s end, I got the worst of it . Roxy and I were 
laughing about that, because my baritone and I 

acted as a wind break for everybody else . 
Fortunately I brought a hair clip, which would have 
been handy because my hair was all in my face, but 
I used that to clip my music . Some parts can be six 
or seven pages long . You’re trying to turn pages, 
and you have this giant saxophone and the wind…
Let’s just say it was challenging . One of the 
greatest uses of an iPhone is as a paperweight . I 
usually have the paperclips then the iPhone holding 
down the music on one side . Then I have a little 
plastic bottle of water that I use for my reeds . That 
usually is holding down the music on the other side 
of the stand .” 

All that was minor . The important thing was they 
were playing at Newport . Alexa said, “I thought it 
was perfect from the get-go . It was nice to kick off 
the festival, get everybody pumped up, and then 
enjoy the rest of the day .” The same with Janelle, 
“Sometimes I get nervous before performances, but 
I wasn’t . I remember walking up to start my feature 
“Middleground” and thinking, ‘I’m going to enjoy 
this moment as much as I can .’ And I did . 

We had a great time, and the audience just loved 

us .” Leigh recalled, “The crowd was a little bit light, 
because it was the first thing . By the end the place 
was packed . I hadn’t even noticed, because I was 
in the moment of the band playing . It was Newport, 
the dream of a lifetime .” 

Sherrie had to both enjoy the moment and watch 
the clock . “Doing this gig with The DIVA Jazz 
Orchestra was one of the most special 
performances of my career . It was amazing to be 
on that iconic stage, feeling deep re verence for the 
festival’s rich history, and looking out at that 
incredible view and wildly enthusiastic audience . By 
the time we got to our finale, we had two minutes 
left . I did my very best to squeeze in an extremely 
shortened version, of my composition, ‘The Rhythm 
Changes,’…and it worked! Everybody’s original, 
brilliant compositions were heard and everybody 
was featured as a soloist . My dream came true .” 

“I know our founder, Stanley Kay would have been 
proud . I could feel him smiling . A long time ago my 
sister, Katie made me a piece of art that says:  
‘D (dreams,) I (imagined,) V (vividly,) A (appear .)’  
She was right; my dream continues .”  JJ

Diva aT NEWPORT
continued from page 24
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“Garage Rock,” “Latin Funk,” “Blues,” “Americana,” “Country,” “Pop, 
Soul” and “Soul, Party.”  If you saw these terms in your local weekly 

paper used to describe acts to be presented at a coming “Jazz Festival,” 
you’d wonder if legalized marijuana had already hit the newsroom. 
Welcome to Rochester, N.Y., where producers often go far afield to make 
the musi cal lineup as broad as possible to attract the largest possible 
audience.

Because of that, the Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival can be 
something of a hit-or-miss affair, depending where you aim and where the 
target is placed. Day four of the nine-day affair was an embarrass ment of 
riches, with large bullseyes all over the place. After a weekend that featured 
the reimagined pop singer Seal, Stray Cats guitarist Brian Setzer playing 
rockabilly and British slide guitarist Jack Broadbent, the toughest part of day 
four was creating a personal listening list of straight-ahead jazz too good not 
to miss.

The Royal Bopsters have firmly established themselves as a vocalese group 
for the 21st century, building on everything that has been set down from 
Lambert, Hendricks and Ross through the Manhattan Transfer while adding 
their own unique arrangements. They were in good form in Rochester, but 
their intricacies were sabotaged by the usually spot-on sound of Kilbourn 
Hall at the Eastman School of Music.

It’s rare when a solo recital at the start of an evening grabs your attention, 
but that’s what happened with Christian Sands at the Hatch Recital Hall, 
who had already made his mark on the festival with a trio performance the 
previous night. At times, his two-handed chording filled the room with 
sound or he lapsed into stride passages. “I just like to have an empty 
pallete,” he said during one of his many humorous exchanges with the 
audience. “Thank you all for hanging out with me for an hour and listen to 
me practice.” His recital demonstrated such a wealth of dexterity, swing and 
melodicism that it was quite difficult to determine which old school pianist 
he was drawing from most. “Yesterdays” was given a classical treatment 
before breaking into a stride affair ala Art Tatum. “April in Paris” gets a lot 
of detours, as if to say: “look what I found along the way,” including a “Pop 
Goes the Weasel” quote that echoes trumpeter Thad Jones’ famous solo 
from the Count Basie big band version.

It’s not a collection of clever quotes that makes Sands’ performance so 
enjoyable, but rather the combina tion of a reverence for the music being 
played, a respect of the audi ence and a sense of humor that will serve him 
well in the future.

The guitar-based supergroup put on a typically tight performance across 
town at the Xerox Auditorium, with their usual amount of deference and 
good humor. “Sorry,” quipped Vic Juris at one point during the 
performance, “I waited so long to play, my music’s gone out of style.”

There are plenty of styles on display in Rochester not all seemingly coming 
from the same direction. The annual Eastman School of Music scholarship 
concert melded big band performance with film styles of the Bauhaus era. 
Combining what was being seen and heard in the arts in Germany of the 
1920s gave the audience  an idea of what as occurring in the cinemas and 

Jazz in “the city that listens”
Story and photos by Mitchell Seidel

Eric Alexander casts an appreciative glance 
towards drummer and leader Joe Farnsworth 

while bassist John Webber keeps pace. 

Bela Fleck and the Flecktones continue to bring 
the sound of the banjo into the 21st century. 

Chris, left and Danny Brubeck carry on the 
family tradition in a quartet that features 

music  by their father, pianist Dave Brubeck.

Rochester Music Hall 
of Fame (yes, there is 
one) 2016 inductee 
Joe Locke performs 
in Kilbourn Hall.
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concert halls between the world wars. The performance combined 
the efforts of the Bundesjazzorchester(BUJAZZO), the official youth 
orchestra of Germany and the Eastman Jazz Ensemble conducted by 
Bill Dobbins, who also composed new music to accompany vintage 
silent films by the likes of artist Laszlo Moholy-Nagy. Dobbins’ 
writing combined with the visual aesthetic of Moholy-Nagy showed 
how the styles of completely different eras and disciplines can be 
combined despite the passage of time.

It’s not unusual for musicians in some bands at Rochester to do 
double-duty when in town, and that was the case with the straight-
ahead New York sextet All for One, a mainstream stalwart that can 
have you wondering whether the whole is greater than some of its 
parts or vice versa. One day they performed in their entirety with 
trumpeter Jim Rotondi and trombonist Steve Davis, the next day 
trimmed down to a quartet led by drummer Joe Farnsworth and 
featuring saxophonist Eric Alexander. Full of drive and bop 
influenced swing their sets were among the highlights of the festival.

Producers John Nugent and Marc Iacona enjoy presenting a mix of 
the exotic, the popular and the familiar. Having reached their 17th 
edition there were more than a few repeat performers on the bill to 
fill all three categories. Rochester-raised vibist Joe Locke, something 
of a local hero (a recent inductee to the Rochester Music Hall of 
Fame) is always a welcome visitor to the city and feeling is mutual. 
The Middletown, N.J. resident said playing Rochester “is always a 
spiritual experience.” He looked at snugly crowded Kilbourn Hall 
and acknowledged a “small group of people who love and support 
me. This is my tribe.”

Locke’s playing is based as much on words as the thoughts they 
inspire. He is just as likely to build music around a line from an 
Albert Finney movie, “Safe and Sound at the Edge of the Milky 
Way,” as he is to interpret Bob Dylan’s “Who Killed Davey Moore?”

Thank goodness Dave Brubeck’s progeny were not raised as human 
recorders. Chris and Danny Brubeck reflected their own talent as 
much as their late father’s.  Of course, you heard music associated 
with the original Dave Brubeck quartet, like “Take Five” and “Blue 
Rondo á la Turk,” but also there was “Jazzanians,” a piece written 
by Dave for visiting South African students of third son Darius. 
Even avid fans might have been introduced to a slightly more 
obscure piece, “Since Love Had It’s Way,” from the elder Brubeck’s 
recording studio musical “The Real Ambassadors,” inspired by his 
1955 State Department Tour. 

Yes, the program was interspersed with with anecdotes about their 
father, but they served to link and embellish the music presented, 
giving the show better context than “Dave Brubeck’s sons.” Chris 
said they’re always encountering older fans who tell them their 
father’s landmark album “Time Out” was their first jazz album. 
When told that, he added, he says that “Dave sort of was like the 
gateway drug to jazz.”

In retrospect, sifting through all the performances presented in 
Rochester, including wonderfully swinging shows by alto 
saxophonist Vincent Herring, modern New Orleans music from 
trumpeter Nicholas Payton, the gypsy guitar of Maplewood, N.J. 
resident Stephane Wrembel, the wacky saxophone theatrics of the 
Canadian quartet Sax-O-Matic, a new big band led by local legend 
(and Chuck’s brother) Gap Mangione and personal piano 
introspections by Geoffrey Keezer and Harold Danko.

As usual, the selection of music was equal parts celebratory and 
cerebral, prompting Chris Brubeck to propose yet another slogan 
for the community that already lays claim to the nickname “The 
Flower City”: “The City That Listens.” JJ
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Nicholas Payton reaches for a high note during a 
performance by his group, Front and Center, in 
Kilbourn Hall at the Eastman School of Music.

Vincent Herring and his group, who demonstrated why 
you don’t have to play pop or sing country to please an 
audience.

The day’s not officially over until co-producer/ 
artistic director John Nugent sits in on tenor at the 
nightly jam session led by guitarist Bob Sneider.

— more photos on page 30
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around town at the Xerox rochester International Jazz Festival
Photos by Mitchell Seidel

Festival-goers make selections at the annual “6X6” 
exhibition of the Rochester Contemporary Art Center. 
The fundraising event features anonymously exhibited 
work no larger than six inches square.

Come on down, the price is right, (even if it’s not jazz). Fans crowd the streets for Tower of Power, a 
free performance that was the closing act for the 17th Xerox Rochester International Jazz Festival.

The music often 
overflows from the 

bandstands into the 
streets as young buskers 

can be found performing 
on sidewalks and in 
nearby restaurants.

Hungry festival-goers have plenty 
of choices in Rochester, with 
local restaurants, stands and the 
ubiquitous food trucks.
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stormy weather

Putting on an outdoor music event 
requires a little bit of luck where the 

weather is concerned. This year venerable 
Newport Jazz saw several storms roll 
through Fort Adams Park, but timing is 
everything and the festival danced around 
the raindrops and got all their sets in. No 
such luck in Montclair on August 11 as dire 
forecasts and heavy rains caused dangerous 
flash flooding throughout the area and 
forced the complete cancellation of what 
was planned as a 10-hour music marathon 
in Nishuane Park for a cast of thousands. 

A week later in Morristown for the annual 
all day jazz and blues festival on the town’s 
picturesque Green things were looking up. 

“According to the forecast I heard this 
morning it should be pouring now,” said 
photographer John Hester, smiling at the 
azure skies and puffy white clouds overhead 
as Bria Skonberg’s group took the stage at  
2 pm. Things looked picture perfect.

But Mother Nature was just running a  
little late, and not long after 5 the Green 
turned into a swampy mess. After briefly 
considering waiting things out, the organ-
izers cancelled the popular evening schedule 
of blues bands.

But it was fun while it lasted!

Things got off to rousing start with the 
Rhythm in Blue Jazz Ensemble, a 13-piece 
U.S. Air Force band that traces its spiritual 
roots to Major Glenn Miller’s 1940s Army 
Air Force Band. The busy outfit travels 

throughout the eastern U.S. performing 
formal concerts in large auditoriums 
and casual shows in the parks like 
Morristown’s Green. Lately the band’s 
mission has expanded to offering  
music therapy programs for veterans 
experiencing conditions like Alzheimer’s 
disease and PTSD.

The set started conventionally enough 
with Gershwin’s “Summertime” but 
soon veered to more intriguing fare, 
Horace Silver’s “Opus De Funk” 
and Ellington’s “Moon Over 
Cuba.” The adventurous outfit 
even took a swing at “A Spoonful 
of Sugar” (N’Orleans style) and 
played several original charts by 
band members before their set 
was hijacked by trumpeter/singer 
Mark Pender (of La Bamba and 
the Hubcaps and Conan O’Brien’s 
TV show Basic Cable Band) who 
led the group on a funkified 
“Baby I Like It” that included a 
trip out into the audience.

Before the set ended they 
performed an homage to the 
Miller band (“In the Mood”) and 
paid “Respect” to legendary 
singer Aretha Franklin who died 
just two days earlier. They also 
made note of their military status 
with a spirited “Services Medley” 
that welded together “Anchors 
Aweigh,” “The Army Goes 
Rolling Along,” “Wild Blue 
Yonder” and (yes there is an 

official U.S. Coast 
Guard song) 
“Always Ready.”

The servicemen  
and woman closed 
with “America  
The Beautiful,”  
the chart’s lead 
performed warmly 
on flugelhorn by the 
group’s leader 
Senior Airman 
Mark Oates.

Next up was Bria 
Skonberg, who first 
posed for a selfie the 
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The 8th annual Morristown Jazz & Blues Festival started 
its day under picture perfect skies. Photo by Tom Judd.

Rhythm In Blue guitarist Jason Cale also composes for the band. 
Photo by John Hester.

Vocalist Melissa Lackore paid tribute to Aretha Franklin.  
Photo by John Hester.

Senior Airman Mark Oates leads Rhythm In Blue and plays 
trumpet and flugelhorn. Photo by John Hester.

Civilian Mark Pender joined the Air Force’s Rhythm In Blue, and 
the audience, at the Morristown Jazz  Fest. Photo by John Hester. continued on page 33
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with Senior Airman Oates before donning sunglasses as 
she came on stage (that still lucky old sun was still 
mighty bright). Bria fronted a powerful sextet that 
included Mark Picard (piano), Evan Artzen (reeds), 
Gabe Schnider (guitar), Edea Owens (bass) and Darian 
Douglas (drums).

Bria’s music seems to be evolving into new and 
adventurous places, but she began in a familiar territory, 
mining the gold of Louis Armstrong’s treasure trove, in 
this instance opening with “Hotter Than That.”  

She continued in that vein with a vocal and trumpet 
rendition of “My Blue Heaven” before beginning a string 
of originals including “Down in the Deep,” a moody 
8-minute piece that was a growly mute trumpet feature. 
After a snappy turn on Valaida Snow’s “High Hat 
Trumpet and Rhythm” and a straight ahead blues run 
through “CC Rider” things got pretty interesting. First 
with a melodramatic reimagining of Ernesto Ecuona’s 
“Malaguena” and then a dirge-like mash-up of the Beatles 
“Blackbird” with some tune I didn’t recognize. Suffice to say it was 
a long way from Paul McCartney’s feather light performance.

The set closed with another original,“Reaching for the Sun,” and 
British rocker John Deacon’s “I Want to Break Free.”

Some musicians get stuck in a rut. Not Bria, her musical feet keep 
moving and are taking her to some interesting places. It’s going be 
interesting to follow as well.

Due to other commitments I left the Green as LaBamba and the 
Hubcaps came on stage, but I’m told they got in a well-received set 
before rain began during their closing number. 

Soon after organizers 
cancelled performances 
by blues artists Bernard 
Allison and Davy 
Knowles. The well-
sponsored Morristown 
and Montclair festivals 
both have major concert 
venues nearby, the Mayo 
PAC and Wellmont 
Theater respectively. 
Investing some funds to 
reserve “in case of rain” 
performance sites might 
be worth considering. JJ

 — Tony Mottola

JerseystoriesJazz

STORMy WEaTHER
continued from page 32

Clockwise from top left: Trumpeter, vocalist and leader Bria Skonberg; Edea 
Owens, bass; Mathis Picard, keyboards; and Darrin Douglas, drums.  
Photos by John Hester.

Morristown mayor and festival 
founder Tim Dougherty has a 
word with “George Washington.”  
Photo by John Hester.
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rHytHm & rHyme
Poetry editor Gloria Krolak explores the world of jazz 
in verse. This month, a jazz singer/poet with a love of 
language and a playful knack for words takes us on a 
fanciful trip to a zoo with a Miles Davis soundtrack.  
Chew the news!

eVe west BessIer 
Jazz vocalist Eve West 
Bessier recalls, “I’ve 
been a poet since before 
I could hold a pencil,” 
composing poems in 
Dutch, where, in the 
Netherlands, she and 
her love of language 
were born. At the age of 
seven she arrived with 
her mom to the 
California Bay Area and 
grew up listening to big 

band jazz, singing in the car to rock’s eight-track tapes 
and dancing to Motown. Once living in San 
Francisco, “the jazz connection flowered from being 
in a cosmopolitan city,” she continues, “I started 
writing poetry inspired by jazz in the early 1980s.”

Bessier served as the Davis (California) Poet Laureate 
from 2012 until 2014 and lived in Davis for twenty-
eight years. She earned her B.A. in English from San 
Francisco State University and her Master’s in 
Education from the University of California, Davis 
where she worked as a researcher for eighteen years. 
She also is a drama teacher, voice coach and educator, 
all with infectious enthusiasm.  

Bessier moved to New Mexico in 2014 and the 
following year published her first novel, New Rain.  
Another poem set to music, John Coltrane’s 
“Locomotion,” called “Set to Boil,” is a whistling 
kettle of life on a molecular level. 

Her poem “Zoo You, Boogaloo” was nominated for a 
Pushcart Prize in 2003, by The Pushcart Prize Fellowships, Inc., a 
non-profit organization which annually honors the best short stories, 
poems and essays from small independent publishers.  Visit Eve at 
her website www.jazzpoeteve.com.  

zoo you, BooGaloo

Whether you call “Zoo You, Boogaloo” poetry or lyrics, Eve West 
Bessier’s combination of alliteration and onomatopoeia frames some 
of the most colorful and inventive of either ever put together in the 
name of jazz.  

Boost the basic black-and-white words with another couple layers of 
cool by watching/listening to her sing and scat her way through the 
piece. You’ll hear the prized (and unrehearsed) blend of backup from 
the Brubeck Institute Jazz Quintet playing “Freddy Freeloader,” her 
Miles Davis inspiration. Rhinos are rubbin’ and chimpanzees trapeze, 
tropical fish hum and elephants trumpet. The images are fantastic 
fun.  One wonders how many hours of animal life Bessier observed to 
become a bebop version of a National Geographic photographer. JJ   

To see Eve performing her original poem with the Brubeck Institute Jazz 
Quintet at the Sacramento Poetry Center’s Jazz & Poetry live event on 
February 7, 2011, go to YouTube and search Zoo You Boogaloo.MOV. 

zoo you, Boogaloo
By eve West Bessier 

Rhinos rubbin aphrodisiac horns, scopin the score. 
Giraffes seekin more, necks cranked to check out the scene 
between high branches of staccato, clipped notes of tonal tease. 
The chimpanzees, with ease, please themselves with eucalyptus 
leaves stolen from the pandas in pen ten, grinning like Zen, 
and then some. With the pink flamingoes, there goes 
the neighborhood. Splashes of cobalt in the zebra stall, striped 
is all the hype, snipe some zig and zag on your rag and keep 
the julep clippin on pursed lips and cheeks as big as Dizzy’s. 
Hip trippin move into the sax groove that taps the hooves of 
antelopes and makes the elephants trumpet along with the song.  
The lizards in their glass houses, throwing no stones, cool 
blooded zone, slithering like an eclipse of control and zippin 
to the electric buzz, the hum of the tropical fish in their bubble.
Stunned stingrays and sharks roamin like vacuum hoses,  
their non-noses over the turf searchin for snacks and attackin 
the backs of fellow finned fanatics. In the attic of the club, 
those chimpanzees trapeze to please the crowd, loud yawps 
over the rooftops of the world. Hold on to your hats cats, 
the tigers are sweeping the waterline with feline sleek, 
benign to no rule and spoolin the line with jewel eyes. 

Zoo you, Boogaloo. Chew the news, blow a fuse. 
Dig that Noah with his twos. 

Published in The North American Review, october 2002.  
reprinted by permission of the author. 

(Listening to “Freddy Freeloader” by Miles Davis)
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two Gigs in one day
By Schaen Fox

September 5 was a hot day, both the tempera-
ture, and the fact that I got to see two great 

pianists; Bill Charlap in the early afternoon and 
Emmet Cohen in the evening . We arrived early at 
St . Peter’s Church to see the veteran pianist and 
his talented mother, Sandy Stewart’s latest show . 
The space was already filling and more arrived until 
the house was packed . Rather than introduce the 
artists host Ronny Whyte acknowledged their 
popularity by having the crowd shout their names . 
Without saying a word, they immediately performed 
“September Song,” a joy, done slowly with Ms . 
Stewart displaying great feeling for the lyrics . Mr . 
Charlap’s accompaniment provided a soft, gilding 
support, a velvet pillow for a precious object . 

The set was a dozen classics that needed no 
introduction . Among them were “Sleeping Bee,” 

“How About You” and “All in Fun .” Mr . Charlap 
performed “September in the Rain” as his only solo 
number . The rest of the time he was a masterful 
accompanist for his mother remains a gifted 
interpreter of the American songbook . 

Next, we went into the new Birdland Theater to 
enjoy both dinner and Emmet Cohen’s very first gig 
in the new space . It was also our first time there, 
so I asked questions . The hostess said that the 
rectangular basement theater is a bit smaller than 
the first floor room, hlding about a hundred people . 
The stage is about the same size as the one above, 
and is located at the center of a curtained wall . The 
other walls are primarily painted an indistinct but 
pleasant gray, with four large photos of the theater 
district, around the room adding subdued color . We 
were among the first arrivals, and immediately 
noticed the air conditioner . A man at the next table 
remarked, “It is never this cool upstairs . I’m actually 
chilly .” Most importantly, the hostess was proud of 
the acoustics noting, “We worked hard on that .”

The trio of Yasushi Nakamura on bass, Evan 
Sherman on drums and Emmet at the piano 
emerged and quickly began a set of a dozen songs 
that sounded great, both acoustically and 
artistically . The first was an up tempo version of 
“That Old Feeling .” In Mr . Cohen’s hands that 
classic war horse sounded inventive, logical and, 
above all, entertaining . Selections ranged wide, 
from Broadway (“Matchmaker”) to classic bop 
(“Tempus Fugit”) to Ellingtonia (“Lotus Blossom”) 
and the American songbook (“They Can’t Take That 
Away From Me”) . Mr . Cohen and Mr . Sherman have 
a long history of making music together, and Mr . 
Nakamura fit in comfortably with them . 

The focus was on beautiful music, so beyond 
announcing the names of the selections, Emmet 
had little to say . He did note that his drummer/
friend had just celebrated his 25th birthday . It is 
heartening to hear such young players make such 
wonderful music . . JJ   

remembering Jack stine
By Bruce gast

I was not an NJJS Charter Member, but I discovered the Society at one of the 
early Stomps at the Martinsville Inn and joined shortly after . At the time NJJS 

ran a full program of monthly concerts in fair sized ballrooms, and since I was 
handy with such things I joined the sound crew to set up and run the equip-
ment that was used until recently . That led to getting a seat on the NJJS Board, 
which gave me first hand exposure to Jack Stine’s masterful leadership style . 
He was not a tyrant, but he certainly was a force . He had a clear vision as to 
where he wanted NJJS to go, and sold it to the rest of the directors in his own 
irresistible charming way .

At the time, the Board met in various directors’ homes . I clearly recall one 
meeting in Jack’s living room . I had a seat on a piano bench, and Jack 
introduced his idea of running a concert at Carnegie Hall to commemorate 
Benny Goodman’s landmark event fifty years before . His reasoning was clear 
and passionate, but when he finished speaking, nearly everyone there lined up 
to argue against the idea . We didn’t have the money . It was too risky . New 
Yorkers had no interest in this old music . Our members would not travel into 
Manhattan . Only Al Parmet and I saw the potential for a Carnegie concert and 
spoke positively in favor of doing it .

Jack could count as well as anyone, and could see that if this came to a ballot 
it would fail miserably . “Well,” he said, cutting off debate, “I’ve already given 
Carnegie a deposit for the date, so let’s turn our attention to making this thing 
work .” And so we did . Only years later did I learn that the deposit was a mere 
token of $15!

The concert, of course, was a total sellout, and resulted in a huge jump in our 
bank account . I was not yet Treasurer, but being a financial guy I did some 
mental calculations at the time . Without revealing a number, I would say that 
without the Carnegie Hall tribute, we could never have continued to have jazz 
festivals after the relationship with Waterloo Village dissolved . If you enjoyed 

the JazzFests at Stevens, FDU, Drew and St Elizabeth, they most likely could 
not have been financed had we not had that big success in New York .

Speaking of Waterloo, those picnics were another Jack Stine vision . In 
particular, the Piano Spectaculars on the Saturday afternoons of the Waterloo 
weekends were a response to Jack’s love of jazz piano . There were usually 
three pianos on the stage of the big tent, and several of the greats in the jazz 
piano world were invited to participate . Before they played in pairs and triples, 
each was given a short solo period to show off his or her chops at the 
keyboard . Most used it to play their most impressive pieces .

Except for one guy, whom I will not name . He called a woman out of the 
audience to sing as he played . Clearly this was prearranged, since she was 
dressed in her finery while the rest of us were in T-shirts, jeans or shorts . She 
sang while he accompanied, got modest applause — which they took as a 
mandate for encores –— so they followed with two more songs until their time 
was up . He had squandered his chance to impress us as a master soloist by 
being an accompanist to the unknown singer .

Jack came onstage as if to introduce the next player, but paused to tell a story . 
“An avid jazz fan died and went to heaven,” he explained . “Saint Peter 
interviewed him at the gate and, learning that he was into jazz, assured him 
that all the old jazz greats like Louis and Bix were up there, jamming together 
every night .”

The fan was elated, but Saint Peter’s face was not that joyful . “There’s just one 
problem,” he confessed . “God has a girlfriend who sings .”

The tent erupted in laughter, followed quickly by loud applause . When it 
subsided, Jack added in a deadpan tone, “I can’t imagine why that story came 
to mind just now .” Another round of laughter and applause . Jack knew how to 
work a crowd!

So if there really is a heaven filled with the jazz masters jamming, Jack Stine is 
truly happy right now . It is well earned .
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Lots happened, mostly 
good . Not in 

chronological but 
hopefully logical order . 
Much of it involves Daryl 
Sherman, who was 

among the first to be booked at Birdland’s new 
downstairs room, dubbed The Birdland Theater . It’s 
a nice space with good acoustics and a very good 
piano, at which Sherman excelled, in the company 
of her regulars, James Chirillo and Boots Maleson, 
two of the foremost practitioners of their 
instruments . These three have been together for so 
long that interplay is almost telepathic, of course 
with Daryl, who is as good with the piano keys as 
with the vocal ones . It’s no secret that James is a 
splendid soloist, but I don’t think Boots’ prowess in 
that department is fully recognized . Let’s be frank: 
Bass solos are often less than compelling, providing 
space for momentary nose blowing, sotto voce 
smalltalk, or attention to plate contents . Of course I 
speak not of Oscar Pettiford or Charles Mingus or 
many other worthies . My point is that Boots is a 
terrific soloist who doesn’t just pluck his bass but makes it sing . Needless to 
add, his time is impeccable . No wonder he was a Ron Carter first choice for his 
bass ensemble . As for James, his imprimatur as a charter member of the 
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra is just one of many feathers in his cap, including 
his gifts as a composer .  

But this trio doesn’t just rely on telepathy; Daryl is its arranger as well, and in 
that capacity she manages to find new ways of presenting standard fare —
though the trio’s repertoire is by no means restricted to that genre . Thus one of 
the highlights of the very well attended first set (which, at 7 pm, is well timed to 
give people a good crack at getting home; on Tuesdays, there’s a second show 
at 9:45 as well, maybe aimed at the after-theater crowd) was a little known 
Cole Porter opus, “The Physician,” which might well be that master’s funniest . 
Another highlight was Daryl’s treatment of “Too Marvelous for Words,” which I 
must have heard too often for words . She made it seem as new, with a hint of 
3/4 time . 

I was sitting with my dear friend Loren Schoenberg, and the two of us would 
exchange glances and pokes when something hit us, which was often enough 
for the pokes to have left blemishes if they’d been harder . “They reminded me 
of nights spent listening to magical duos where anything and everything you 
could ever imagine was possible . And this is not to mention the lighter than air 
arrangements Ms . Sherman pulled out of her hat,” Lauren said .To coin a 
phrase: A night to remember! 

n It’s not every day that a musician can celebrate 25 years at one steady gig, 
but such was the case last month when the fine pianist Chuck Folds did just 
that, at the Park Avenue Plaza, a spacious environ where Vince Giordano’s 
Nighthawks are sometimes seen and heard at holiday time . Chuck presides at 
a well-tuned grand, Monday through Friday from noon to three; you enter the 

Plaza from 53rd 
Street between 
Madison and Park — 
and needless to say, 
at no charge . You can 
bring your lunch but 
seating is limited . 
(There’s a good 
takeout place right 
next door .) Chuck, 
well remembered for 
his long association 
with Doc Chatham, 
including a run at the 
late lamented 
Crawdaddy . (He is 
also an excellent 
writer and editor — 
of words .) When we 
visited, it was in the 
company of Chuck’s 
preferred sub — the 
afore mentioned 

Daryl . A visiting fireman was drummer Jackie Williams, whom we hadn’t seen 
in far too long and who informed us that he’s among the after the last set 
players at Mezz . Chuck is a veritable fountain of songs; he was on a Fats Waller 
kick, and played some things I’d never heard live; then he went on to Louis, 
again with some rarities . Congratulations!!!                               

n Barbara Rosene, who paints as well as sings (I’ve dubbed her “The Thrush 
with the Brush”), celebrated the opening of her exhibit at WBGO in Newark (the 
station has quite spacious quarters, and there is ample wall space that 
functions as a gallery) . It focused on her paintings of New York jazz clubs 
(interiors and exteriors) which, when seen together, make for a colorful display 
that induces a happy feeling in the lucky viewers, which on the occasion of the 
show’s opening included our esteemed editor, and a quite recent visitor to the 
station, none other than Daryl Sherman, who’d been there last to guest on 
Michael Bourne’s “Singers Unlimited,” performing live as well as sharing with 
her host samples from her recent great CD, Alone in a Crowded Place . 
Spontaneously, she joined trumpeter Danny Tobias and guitarist Ray 
Macchiarola at the station’s good piano for a set with Barbara that included a 
fetching “Time After Time .” (The the show closed on 9/28 – Editor)

This happy occasion marked the first time I’d been back at BGO since the 
program Jazz From the Archives, among the station’s very first, was cancelled 
after more than 35 years, but it was a warm reunion with Michael (who 
re mind  e d me that we go back to before BGO, when I was editor of DownBeat 
and published a great interview with Dizzy Gillespie that Michael had 
submitted) . It was also great to see Dorthaan Kirk, recently retired, whose final 
work as exhibit curator (among other duties) was this very one . For further 
serendipity, I suddenly remembered that my last live guest on the late show (it 
was, heard from 11 to midnight) had been none other than Barbara . So it goes!  

JerseystoriesJazz

Dan’s Den | First, The Good News…
By Dan Morgenstern

Dan Morgenstern, center, was back at Newark radio station WBGO after a long 
absence for singer/artist Barbara Rosene’s gallery reception. He posed  with the 
evening’s impromptu band (l-r): Ray Machiarola, Barbara, Danny Tobias and 
Daryl Sherman. Photo by Tony Mottola.
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n That’s all the happy news . The sad is the death of 
Randy Weston at 92 . Randy was not only a great pianist 
and composer — and thinker about jazz and its roots 
— but my oldest American friend . I first met Randy in 
the fall of 1947, just about six months after my arrival 
in the U .S . It was at a dance at some union local in 
Greenwich Village and the band included Ahmed Abdul 
Malik on bass and Edgar Bateman on drums . 

How come I met him then? I was with a girl he knew . 
Before long, I had visited his father’s restaurant in 
Brooklyn (my first time in that unfathomable borough) 
and been introduced to Caribbean cooking . 

My first visit to the Music Inn in Lenox, Massachusetts 
(the club later to become legendary) was with Randy 
and our friend Richard Jennings, then president of the 
U .N . Jazz Society (most members were staffers, not 
delegates) . Randy was then living in a spacious 
apartment on 13th Street in the West Village where 
there were many happy gatherings including sponta-
neous music making; one unforgettable such had 
tenormen Booker Ervin and John Gilmore in facing 
armchairs in a friendly yet competitive faceoff . (Before 
that, there was a house jam in Brooklyn where I heard 
a fabulous guitarist named Rector Bailey who never 
came into full view .) 

But our friendship was not only about music but also 
about life . Randy was a wise and warm man whose 
heart was as big as the frame that encased it . 

I could say much more and will at another time . Let me 
just add that I was touched and overjoyed when Randy 
came to an event for me last year at the Jazz Museum 
in Harlem . That was the final time I saw him . I thought 
he would live forever . His music will . 

Randy’s funeral, held at St . John’s Cathedral on 
September 10, was an impressive and moving event, 
attended what I’d estimate at 500 plus . It began with a 
drum processional in the African mode and there was 
choral singing, many musical and even more spoken 
tributes, including family .  The most welcome note for 
me was learning that my dear old friend passed 
peacefully while relaxing at home in his favorite chair . 
Way to go!  The “Home Going Service for Randolph 
Edward Weston, “The Chief”, would have, or did, met 
with his approval . JJ

JerseystoriesJazz

Old friends Dan Morgenstern and Randy 
Weston shared a last reunion at the National 
Jazz Museum in Harlem on Oct. 28, 2017. Photo 
courtesy of the NJM in Harlem.
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Peter and wIll aNdersoN
soNGBook summIt

Irving Berlin (8/7-12), Jerome Kern 
(8/14-19), Hoagy Carmichael (8/21-26), 
Jimmy Van Heusen (8/28-92)

leonard Nimoy Thalia, Symphony Space, NyC

For four weeks, reed masters Peter and Will Anderson 
were resident at the Leonard Nimoy Thalia auditorium of 
Symphony Space for a joyous series titled Songbook 
Summit . Following the formula established with their 
initial Songbook Summit in 2017, they saluted a different major creator of the 
Great American Songbook each week . Last year they paid tribute to George 
Gershwin, Cole Porter, Harold Arlen and Richard Rodgers . This year’s subjects 
were Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, Hoagy Carmichael and Jimmy Van Heusen .

They had a stellar crew of musicians providing the music for their tours of some 
of the greatest Songbook tunes . In addition to Peter Anderson on clarinet, tenor 
sax and soprano sax and Will Anderson on alto sax, clarinet and flute, they had 
superb contributions from Steve Ash or Tardo Hammer on piano, Clovis Nicholas 
or Neal Miner on bass and Phil Stewart on drums, with Molly Ryan providing 
sparkling vocals .

After selecting the songs jointly, Peter Anderson wrote the arrangements; while 
Will Anderson created and delivered the continuity script, and edited the slides 
and videos used to support the program, including creating the titles . The 
division of tasks works like a dream . The charts were wonderful examples of 
small group swing at its best, while the script and multi-media presentation 
nicely enhanced the audience’s appreciation of the music that was presented .

Irving Berlin was a songwriter with a story right out of a dream . He was born 
Israel Beilin into a poor family Russia, moved to America, where the family name 
was changed to Baline, with his family at the age of five, and grew up in 
extremely humble circumstances on New York City’s Lower East Side . At an 
early age he began to contribute to the family’s need for financial resources by 
selling newspapers on the street . Soon, influenced by the music that he heard 
coming from the various bars in his neighborhood, he began to sing while selling 
his papers, and found that people tossed a few coins his way in appreciation . 

When Berlin was 13, his father died, Baline, known to friends as Izzy, dropped 
out of school and soon left home to lessen the burden on the family finances . 
He eventually found himself working as a song plugger and as a singing waiter, 
teaching himself to play piano after hours . His first songwriting effort resulted in 
his first published song, “Marie From Sunny Italy .” The song, co-written with 
pianist Mike Nicholson, had a misprint with his name listed as I . Berlin . That was 
the birth of his new name, with the Israel soon becoming Irving . 

Berlin specialized in writing songs with ethnic subjects, but in 1911, he wrote 
what was to become his life-changing song, “Alexander’s Ragtime Band .” The 
song created a national sensation, precipitating a dance craze . Soon Berlin 
began contributing songs to reviews . Some of his earliest successes included 
“Play a Simple Melody,” “When I Lost You” and “I Love a Piano .”

Drafted into the Army in 1917, Berlin created the songs for an Army review 
titled Yip Yip Yaphank that included songs like “Mandy” and “Oh! How I Hate to 
Get Up in the Morning .” Also written for the score, but not used, was what was 
to become one of Berlin’s signature songs 20 years later, “God Bless America .”

After the end of World War I, Berlin returned to civilian life where he joined with 

producer Sam Harris to build the Music Box Theater . He 
continued to write for Tin Pan Alley, but also for 
Broadway, mostly contributing songs for revues, but 
occasionally for book shows . His list of song hits 
continued to grow . He was one of the few popular 
composers of his time to provide both the words and 
music for his songs . The most noted of his contempo-
raries to do the same were Cole Porter and Noël 
Coward . Given that he had limited formal education, and 
no formal musical training, Berlin’s achievements are 
that much more impressive . Among his later successes 
were two classic Broadway musicals, Annie Get Your 
Gun and Call Me Madam . 

Berlin also became a major contributor of songs to the movies . His earliest film 
credit was the inclusion of his song “Blue Skies” to the first talkie, The Jazz 
Singer . Among the most successful films with Berlin scores were Top Hat, 
Follow the Fleet, Carefree, Holiday Inn, the film for which he wrote “White 
Christmas,” Blue Skies, Easter Parade, Holiday Inn, and There’s No Business Like 
show Business .

Given the enormous number of hit songs created by Berlin, it must have been 
difficult for the Andersons to whittle down the Berlin catalog to the dozen songs 
that they included on their program, “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” “Cheek to 
Cheek,” “Blue Skies,” “Isn’t This a Lovely Day,” “I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me 
Warm,” “What’ll I Do,” “Let’s Face the Music and Dance,” “Always,” “There’s No 
Business Like Show Business,” “Puttin’ on the Ritz,” “How Deep Is the Ocean” 
and “Anything You Can Do .”

n Jerome Kern, along with Berlin, was one of the two men who developed the 
style of songwriting that formed the basis for the Great American Songbook . 
Unlike Berlin, Kern was born in New York City into a family of far more 
substantial means . His father was a successful merchant who eventually moved 
the family to Newark . Kern showed an early interest for music, and by the time 
he was in high school was writing music for school and community musicals . 

He dropped out of high school before graduating to enter the field of music, but 
was coerced into entering the family business for a short-lived duration . He 
began formal musical study in New York, and then in Germany . Kern resettled in 
New York, and found himself bouncing between New York and London, writing 
songs for interpolation into shows in both locations . His most successful early 
work was “How’d You Like to Spoon with Me,” a 1905 tune that was inserted 
into the British musical The Earl and the Girl when it moved stateside . 

His first complete score, for The Red Petticoat, was written when he was in his 
mid-20s . His most noted song from his early period was “They Didn’t Believe 
Me,” with lyrics by Herbert Reynolds, from a show titled The Girl from Utah . 
Kern was one of the most important links between the operetta style that had 
dominated musical theater before he arrived on the scene, and the form that 
developed into the Broadway musical that gave us the genesis of the Great 
American Songbook .

Between 1915 and 1920, he composed the scores for 16 Broadway shows, 
mostly for the legendary Princess Theatre shows, working with lyricists and 
librettists Guy Bolton and P .G . Wodehouse .

Kern remained very active writing for Broadway during the 1920s . He created 
one of the landmark musicals with Oscar Hammerstein II, Show Boat . This 1927 
production was the first significant musical to incorporate songs into the book in 
a way that was unique to the period, and was not to become an accepted form 
until Hammerstein and Richard Rodgers brought Oklahoma to the stage in 1943 .
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Kern continued writing for Broadway until the late 
1930s, with the unsuccessful Very Warm for May, 
with lyricist Hammerstein, being his last, although 
that show included perhaps his greatest song, “All 
the Things You Are,” considered by many to be the 
most perfect popular song ever written .

The later years of his career found him making 
significant contributions to film musicals . Initially he 
was involved in projects involving film versions of 
his Broadway musicals like Sally, The Cat and the 
Fiddle and Music in the Air . He first worked with 
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers on the film 
adaptation of his show Roberta, and then created 
the score for Swing Time with lyricist Dorothy 
Fields . Later film scores included those for You 
Were Never Lovelier, Cover Girl and Centennial 
Summer .

Kern was planning on writing the score for what 
was to become Annie Get Your Gun with Dorothy 
Fields when a cerebral hemorrhage took his life at 
the age of 60 in 1945 .

During his career, her created a rich catalog on 
memorable songs, working with a variety of lyricists 
including Guy Bolton, Wodehouse, Hammerstein, 
Fields, Otto Harbach, Johnny Mercer and Ira 
Gershwin . His sweeping melodies were the hallmark 
of his genius, but he was equally adept at writing 
rhythm songs .

The Andersons culled the Kern songs to present a 
dozen that captured the variety of music that Kern 
wrote . Their selections included ”The Way You Look 
Tonight,” “Nobody Else But Me,” “The Song Is You,” 
“Can’t Help Lovin’ Dat Man,” “All the Things You 
Are,” “Long Ago and Far Away,” “The Folks Who 
Live on the Hill,” “A Fine Romance,” “Ol’ Man River,” 
“Yesterdays,” “I’m Old Fashioned,” “Smoke Gets in 
Your Eyes” and “I Won’t Dance .”

n Hoagy Carmichael was the most jazz-oriented of 
the major composers of the Great American 
Songbook .

Carmichael was born in Bloomington, Indiana, 
where he spent most of his early life, eventually 
enrolling at Indiana University in his hometown . His 
mother had taught him to play piano, and he was 
further tutored on piano during his teenage years by 
a pianist named Reginald DuValle . That was the 
extent of his musical training . While in college, he 
played in various jazz bands . During these years, he 
met and became friends with the legendary 
cornetist Bix Beiderbecke . The two often played 
music, and occasionally made recordings, together .

Carmichael obtained a law degree from Indiana 
University, but his time as a lawyer was brief, as his 
interest in music led him in the direction that was to 

be his life’s work, as a songwriter . He was mostly a 
composer, but occasionally wrote his own lyrics . He 
started writing songs while in college with 
“Riverboat Shuffle” and “Washboard Blues” being 
among his early successes . His songs were 
recorded by the likes of Beiderbecke, Paul 
Whiteman and Duke Ellington . 

Carmichael originally recorded his most famous 
song, “Star Dust,” with a group that included 
Beiderbecke and saxophonist Frank Trumbauer, as a 
medium tempo dance tune in 1927 . Two years later, 
lyrics were added by Mitchell Parish, the tempo was 
slowed down to a ballad, and a recording by the 
Isham Jones Orchestra launched it on a path toward 
becoming one of the most recorded tunes of all 
popular songs .

Carmichael went on to write a vast catalog of 
songs, including dozens that achieved the status of 
standards . He worked with many lyricists, most 
notably Johnny Mercer, Frank Loesser and Paul 
Francis Webster .

Carmichael recorded vocal versions of many of his 
songs, as well as some tunes by other songwriters . 
He has a unique voice, and 
a natural feeling for how to 
put across a lyric . In later 
years the concept of a 
singer/songwriter became 
commonplace, but in 
Carmichael’s day, it was 
the exception, with Johnny 
Mercer and Harold Arlen 
being other songwriters 
who had success as 
vocalists .

Another aspect of 
Carmichael’s talent was his 
performances as a film 
actor . He appeared in 
featured roles in 14 films, 
most remembered for his 
acting turns in The Best 
Years of Our Lives, To Have 
and Have Not and Young 
Man with a Horn . In all of 
his film appearances, he 
performed at least one 
song that he wrote for the 
films .

Carmichael was a master at 
creating unique melodies . 
His experience playing jazz 
piano was a large influence 
on his composing . Songs 
like “Washboard Blues,” 

“Rockin’ Chair,” “New Orleans,” “Skylark,” 
“Baltimore Oriole,” “Hong Kong Blues” and 
“Memphis in June” were Carmichael to the core .

For their Carmichael program, the Andersons chose 
a nice cross-section of Carmichael’s output . Their 
song list included “Riverboat Shuffle,” “Lazybones,” 
“The Nearness of You,” “Skylark,” “Jubilee,” 
“Stardust,” “Rockin’ Chair,” “Up a Lazy River,” “Two 
Sleepy People,” “New Orleans,” “Little Old Lady,” 
“Heart and Soul” and “Georgia on My Mind .”

n Syracuse-born Edward Chester Babcock was a 
free-spirited youth who decided during his teenage 
years that he wanted to be a songwriter . He broke 
into the field of entertainment as a disc jockey on a 
local radio station at the age of 16, adopting the 
on-air name Jimmy Van Heusen, inspired by a 
billboard advertising the famous shirt brand . It 
became the name by which he was known from 
then on .

While at Syracuse University he became friendly 
with Jerry Arlen, brother of songwriter Harold Arlen, 
who was already in New York City writing songs for 
revues at the famous Cotton Club . When Harold 

continued on page 42
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Arlen began spending much of his time in California, he arranged for his brother 
and Van Heusen to contribute some songs to the Cotton Club . Establishing 
himself in New York City, Van Heusen worked as a staff pianist on Tin Pan Alley, 
and began having some success writing songs, initially working mostly with 
lyricist Eddie DeLange, with whom he wrote songs like “Heaven Can Wait” and 
“Darn That Dream .” 

In 1940, he met lyricist Johnny Burke, and they formed a partnership that lasted 
into the early 1950s . While they wrote many songs recorded by many artists, 
they were primarily know for their work writing songs for Bing Crosby . They 
wrote the scores for the series of “Road” films that starred Crosby, Bob Hope 
and Dorothy Lamour, and other Crosby films like Going My Way and Bells of St. 
Mary’s .

When Burke’s problems with excessive drinking damaged their partnership, Van 
Heusen turned to working with another exceptional lyricist, Sammy Cahn . Cahn 
had already worked extensively writing songs for Frank Sinatra films with 
composer Jule Styne, but when Styne turned his attention to writing for 
Broadway musicals with Betty Comden and Adolph Green, it created the perfect 
opportunity for Cahn to form his new partnership with Van Heusen . 

They became wildly successful, mainly through their association with Sinatra, 
writing songs for most of his films, and contributing songs to his albums . Sinatra 
recorded more songs by Van Heusen and Cahn than by any other songwriters, 
by a wide margin .

Before teaming up with Cahn, Van 
Heusen had a personal friendship with 
Sinatra that extended back to the 1930s 
when both were first establishing 
themselves in their respective musical 
endeavors . Van Heusen, who was a 
pilot, did work as a test pilot during 
World War II . On one of his personal 
flights, he landed in Palm Springs, fell in 
love with the location, and introduced 
Sinatra to the place where Sinatra 
established a legendary residency .

Van Heusen was nominated for 14 
Academy Awards, winning four times 
with “Swingin’ on a Star,” “All the Way,” 
“High Hopes” and “Call Me 
Irresponsible,” the first with Burke, and 
the other three with Cahn . 

Once again, the Andersons had a wealth 
of material to choose from when 
deciding upon their program . They 
ultimately selected to include “It Could 
Happen to You,” “I Thought About You,” 
“Ain’t That a Kick in the Head,” “Like 
Someone in Love,” “The Tender Trap,” 
“All the Way,” “Love and Marriage,” “The 
Second Time Around,” “My Kind of 
Town,” “Polka Dots and Moonbeams,” 
“Swingin’ on a Star,” “Here’s That Rainy 
Day” and “Come Fly with Me .” 

During each show they gave every selection loving attention . They selected 
tunes that lent themselves well to jazz interpretations, and Peter Anderson’s 
charts were imaginative and exciting . For all of the shows, the Andersons each 
performed a duo selection with the pianist of the evening . 

The pianists were also given one solo number . The bassists and drummer 
Stewart had ample opportunities to show their solo chops, while consistently 
providing the rhythmic base that gave each selection a special feeling . 

Molly Ryan performed on about half of the tunes during every performance . 
Special note should be made of her performance of “Ol’ Man River” during the 
Kern program . This is a song that is usually performed by a male singer, but 
Ryan delivered it with a naturalness and confidence that quickly dismissed any 
thoughts about having a woman sing it being at all unusual .

For the second year in a row, Peter and Will Anderson demonstrated with their 
Songbook Summit series that they are wonderfully talented gentlemen who are 
not only exceptional musicians, but are filled with imagination and good judg-
ment when conceiving and executing concept presentations . They are already 
considering which songwriters to honor next year, and whomever they select 
will have their music presented with respect and creativity of the highest order .

BeeGIe adaIr and moNIca ramey
Birdland, NyC | august 15-18

Nashville-based pianist Beegie Adair and vocalist Monica Ramey have been 
performing together practically since Ramey arrived in Nashville in 2000, and 
more frequently for the last several years . Adair, a veteran on the Nashville jazz 

scene, is one of those marvelous jazz 
players who have chosen mostly to 
remain close to their home base, a 
decision that has precluded her from 
achieving the kind of wider acclaim that 
she deserves . Over the last few years, 
she has made several appearances in 
New York City at Birdland, 
Feinstein’s/54 Below and Mid-day Jazz 
at St . Peter’s, developing a growing 
bevy of fans in the area .

The recently opened Birdland Theater, 
located downstairs from the legendary 
jazz club, is an intimate space that 
proved the perfect setting to enjoy this 
captivating duo . For their show on 
August 16, they performed ten 
selections together, broken up by a 
three-song interlude of solo piano by 
Adair .Ramey sticks with standards from 
the Great American Songbook, many of 
them from Broadway shows . She has a 
nice unforced delivery, a lovely, mellow 
voce, and an obvious jazz influence, 
particularly apparent in her phrasing . 

She varied the tempo from selection to 
selection in her first segment, giving 
interesting takes on “If I Were a Bell,” 
“People Will Say We’re in Love,” “Baby, 
Baby All the Time,” “Give Him the Ooh-
La-La” and “I’ll String Along with You .” 

CaugHT iN THE aCT  
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Adair, who was stellar accompanying Ramey, took the spotlight with a hip “On 
the Sunny Side of the Street, paid tribute to the late Aretha Franklin with a 
heartfelt rendition of “I Say a Little Prayer” and tenderly addressed “Close Your 
Eyes .”  “Why Try to Change Me Now” marked the return of Ramey . She followed 
with “Love Is Here to Stay,” “As Long As I Live,” and a medley comprising “Sleep 
Warm” and “Make Someone Happy .

The audience demanded an encore, and they delivered in style with Ramey 
singing the special lyrics to “Oh! Look At Me Now” that were written for Lee 
Wiley . It was a special way to conclude a sparkling hour plus with this winning 
duo .

tHe couNt BasIe orcHestra
Scotty Barnhart (leader, trumpet)/Sean Edmunds, Frank Green, Endre Rice, Kris 
Johnson (trumpets)/Clarance Banks, Dave Keim, Alvin Walker, Alvin Walker 
(trombones)/Doug Lawrence/Immanuel Williams, Dave Glasser/Doug Miller/Josh 
Lee (saxophones)/ Glen Pearson (piano)/Will Matthews (guitar)/Trevor Ware 
(bass)/Robert Boone (drums)/Carmen Bradford (vocals)

Birdland, NyC | august 21-25

In its original incarnation, Birdland was the home base for the “New Testament” 
Count Basie Orchestra, the reconstituted band that Basie put together in 1952 . 
Seeing that band at Birdland was always a thrilling experience . 

Well some things never seem to change . Seeing The Count Basie Orchestra, led 
by Scotty Barnhart, at the current Birdland is still thrilling . 

Their first set on August 23 consisted of 14 selections, some of which, like “April 
in Paris,” “Blues in Hoss’ Flat” and “Basie” filled those who had seen the band in 
the 1950s with a satisfying feeling of memorable nostalgia .

Barnhart has tried to include selections that the band recorded, but did not 
perform often in live performances while Basie was alive . Among them were a 
couple of Quincy Jones arrangements from the 1963 album This Time By Basie, 
“This Could Be the Start of Something Big,” that opened 
this performance, and “What Kind of Fool Am I .”  Also 
included were Frank Foster’s “Basie Power” and a 
rousing “Doodle Oodle” by Billy Byers . 

The set also included a taste of the new album by the 
band, All About That Basie, with “My Cherie Amor .”

Carmen Bradford was asked by Base to join the band in 
1983, and she remained with the band until 1991 . She 
now has returned to the Basie fold, and is still in fine 
voice . She sang five tunes over two segments, “’Deed I 
Do,” “Day Dream,” “Honeysuckle Rose,” “What a 
Wonderful World” and “Goody Goody .”

The band is still replete with outstanding soloists . 
Particularly memorable were the contributions of each 
cat in the sax section, Doug Lawrence and Doug Miller 
on tenors, Dave Glasser and Immanuel Wilkens on altos 
and Josh Lee on baritone . The rhythm section was, as is 
the Basie tradition, solid as a rock . 

While the ambience of the current Birdland is some-
what different that the original club, once the music 
started, it was as if nothing had ever changed . This is 
still the most swinging band on the scene, and they are 
doing full justice to the Basie legacy .

JaNe scHeckter 
i’ve Still got My Standards
Birdland, NyC | august 26

For many years, Jane Scheckter was a regular on the New York City Jazz/
Cabaret scene . A few years ago, she moved back to her hometown of 
Springfield, Massachusetts . After an absence of over three years from New York 
City, she made an appear ance at Birdland on August 26, much to the joy of her 
loyal fan base .

The impetus for this gig was her realization that it had been 30 years since she 
released her first album, I’ve Got My Standards, one that found her backed by a 
trio of Mike Renzi on piano, Jay Leonhart on bass and Grady Tate on drums . With 
Tate no longer with us, Scheckter called upon Vito Lesczak to fill the drum chair, 
joining Renzi and Leonhard in support of Scheckter as she recreated the 
program from that album, augmenting her set with several selections from her 
follow-up recording, Double Standards .

Scheckter’s choice of material is choice indeed . She avoids songs that have 
been overdone, rather turning to gems from songwriters like Cole Porter, the 
Gershwins, Dietz and Schwartz, Richard Rodgers and Irving Berlin . Among the 
Porter tunes were “Everything I Love,” “Why Shouldn’t I,” “So Near and Yet So 
Far,” “It’s Bad for Me” and “You’re Sensational .” 

The Gershwins were represented by a medley of “I’ve Got Beginner’s Luck” and 
“For You, For Me, Forever More,” with Ira Gershwin also being given a nod on 
“Fun to Be Fooled” for which he was the co-lyricist with “Yip” Harburg for this 
melody by Harold Arlen . Arlen also composed “This Time the Dream’s on Me,” 
with Johnny Mercer supplying the words . 

Howard Dietz and Arthur Schwartz combined on “Haunted Heart” and “I See 
Your Face Before Me .” Rodgers wrote “It Might As Well Be Spring” with Oscar 
Hammerstein II, while Lorenz Hart contributed the lyrics for “You Took 

Advantage of Me .” Berlin’s wonderful ballad from  
Annie Get Your Gun, “I Got Lost in his Arms” is one  
of his best . Rounding out the program were Frank 
Loesser’s “Spring Will Be a Little Late This Year,” “The 
World Is Your Balloon,” a rarity from Sammy Fain and 
Harburg, “Lucky to Be Me” by Leonard Bernstein, Betty 
Comden and Adolph Green, and “I’m in Love Again” by 
Peggy Lee and Cy Coleman . Regarding the last of these, 
Scheckter told a wonderful story about Renzi suggesting 
the tune, and then calling Lee who dictated the lyrics to 
her over the phone .

Scheckter was in fine vocal form, and obviously riding 
high on the musical bed supplied by her trio . She was 
spot on in her delivery of the lyrics, and her phrasing 
was superb . While not an outright jazz singer, Scheckter 
has obviously listened to and been influenced by the 
sounds of jazz . Her spoken interludes were natural, 
informative and engaging . 

All in all, it was a set that maintained a high level from 
beginning to end . Jane Scheckter is a vocalist who 
delivers a complete package — good material, a voice 
that is easy on the ears, and interpretations of the 
songs that would bring a smile to the face of each of 
the creators were they still around to hear how she 
respects their songs .   JJ
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The CDs keep piling up, and finding the time to 
listen to them all is becoming more difficult each 

month . Here are my views of the best of what has 
come my way recently .

n For their seventh album, the octet, octoboP, 
decided to do a live recording . Live @ Savanna Jazz (octobop – 070-100) 
found the band assaying 16 tunes that covered a lot of territory . While the band 
is based in celebrating the mid-sized groups that flourished on the West Coast 
scene in the 1950s, this album finds them stretching their horizons a bit to 
include some diverse originals from band members Jack Conway and Randy 
Smith, an Allman Brothers tune, “In Memory of Elizabeth Reed,” and the theme 
from the Dick Clark television show, American Bandstand, “Bandstand Boogie .” 
Still, the core of the musical message from Octobop recalls the music that 
originally inspired their formation about 20 years ago . Octobop members, 
reedman and leader Geoff Roach, guitarist Jack Conway, trumpeter Randy 
Smith and bassist Brian Brockhouse, have provided the wonderfully listenable 
arrangements that are well executed by the ensemble . The band gets a sound 
that has the feeling of a larger band, while still at times giving the impression of 
intimacy normally associated with a smaller group . Overall Octobop plays music 
that is well-conceived and executed, welcoming and just plain fun .  
(www .octobop .com)

n The University of North Texas, then North Texas State College, offered one of 
the first jazz studies degrees from any college . The program was established in 
1947 as a program for preparing students for playing on dance bands . Over the 
years, the program expanded in scope, the student bands became renowned 
far beyond the college, and have been extensively recorded . Today there are 
several student ensembles, the most noted being the oNe o’clock laB 
baND . LAB 2018 North (texas Jazz - la1801-aB) documents the most 
recent incarnation of the band, and the nine-tune program is eclectic and 
exciting . Under the direction of Alan Blaylock, these outstanding student 
musicians are superior ensemble players, and have many fine soloists within 
their ranks . The selections come from a variety of sources . There are melodies 
created by noted musicians like Billy Strayhorn, Victor Lewis, Chris Potter and 
John Coltrane . Blaylock, and fellow faculty member Rich DeRosa each com-
posed one tune . Student saxophonist Brandon Moore wrote and arranged two 
pieces, and in addition arranged two others . Particularly appealing are Moore’s 
“Blues for Kazu,” featuring trumpeter Kazunori Tanaka, DeRosa’s “Birds of a 
Feather,” and “A Flower Is a Lovesome Thing,” a feature for vocalist Marion 
Powers . This version of the One O’Clock Lab Band is simply sensational .  
(www .theoneoclock .com) 

n Turkish Delight (Blujazz – 3464) by the westerN mIcHIGaN 
uNIVersIty Jazz orcHestra is a pure delight . Director Dr . Scott Cowan 
has formed his student ensemble into a tight group with some featured soloists 
who truly sparkle . The program is nicely varied . Cowan’s original composition 
that gives the title to this album, “Turkish Delight,” is but one of the ten gems 
to be found here . Cowan’s arrangement of Dizzy Gillespie’s “Bebop” gets the 
album off to a rousing start . There are touches of Basie, the Quincy Jones 
arrangement of “I Can’t Stop Loving You,” “Goin’ to Chicago” and “All Right, OK, 
You Win;” a bit of Ellington, “Portrait of Wellman Braud” and “Sepia Panorama;” 
plus an intriguing Edward Simon arrangement of Horace Silver’s “Song for My 

Father,” Maria Schneider’s contemporary take on “My Ideal,” and Paquito 
D’Rivera’s tribute to Chucho Valdez, “Chucho .”  This is a big band that is on a 
level equal to the best of the big bands active today . Cowan and his student 
ensemble have produced an album that is the perfect gift for the big band 
enthusiasts on your list . (www .BLUJAZZ .com)

n For Econtros (aam – 0712) Brazilian pianist/composer aNtoNIo 
aDoLFo has composed nine pieces performed by the Rio-based big band 
orQuestra atlaNtIca . Calling upon various Brazilian musical genres, 
Adolfo and arrangers Jessé Sadoc and Marcello Martins have created an exotic 
program of Adolfo originals plus the Miles Davis classic “Milestones .” Featuring 
the piano stylings of Adolfo, the big band plus guest artists give special life to 
the charts by Sadoc and Martins . The moods are constantly shifting, and the 
playing is consistently exciting . During many of the tunes, you will feel the urge 
to dance, but if you are just listening, you will find yourself involuntarily moving 
to the music . Other than “Milestones,” this will be new music to most listeners, 
but you will be pleased to welcome these new friends into your musical life . 
(www .antonioadolfomusic .com)

n Down a Rabbit Hole (summit – 732) conjures up the kind of madcap 
adventures experienced by Alice in her trip to Wonderland . The ayN INserto 
Jazz orcHestra takes the listener into the world of musical imagination 
that is possessed by the leader of this impressive contemporary big band . 
Inserto employs 17 musicians to bring her concepts to life, and they are 
splendid players indeed . To augment the band, she has three masters of their 
instruments, trumpeter Sean Jones, trombonist John Fedchock and tenor 
saxophonist George Garzone as featured soloists . There are seven selections, 
each of which is distinctive, although two pieces, “Ze Teach” and “And Me” 
comprise a two part suite inspired by her studies with Bob Brookmeyer and her 
evolution as a first-rate composer/arranger on her own . This is listening music 
that reveals new joys each time it is revisited . (www .summitrecords .com)

n Jazz has certainly expanded well beyond its roots in our country to include 
musicians residing all over the world . Its presence on the Scandinavian music 
scene has a long tradition . Together (mama – 1056) is a fine representation 
of this with a Swedish composer/arranger, mats HolmQuIst, providing 
charts for a big band based in Finland, the umo Jazz orcHestra, with an 
American featured soloist, trumpeter/flugelhornist raNdy Brecker . The 
arrangements by Holmquist are pure magic . He has a facility for writing charts 
that are subtly complex, but quite accessible for anyone who is primarily 
interested in bathing in the sounds of exquisite contemporary big band music . 
He has a fertile imagination, particularly his reconceptions of “All the Things 
You Are” as “All My Things,” and “Stella” his take on “Stella By Starlight .” He 
gives three Chick Corea themes, “Windows,” “Crystal Silence” and “Humpty 
Dumpty” settings that never relinquish your attention . “One Million 
Circumstances” and “Summer and Winter” are fascinating original compositions 
by Holmquist . Brecker is a constant pleasure, particularly on Holmquist’s 
setting of the lovely ballad “Never Let Me Go .” The orchestra plays Holmquist’s 
writing in a manner that surely brought a smile to his face . All in all, Together is 
well named for Holmquist, Brecker and the UMO Jazz Orchestra are on the 
same musical pages throughout the recording . (www .MAMA .com)

n Trombonist/composer/arranger marsHall GIlkes is a Juilliard graduate 
who settled in New York City in the late 1990s where he has lived since then 
except for four years living in Köln, Germany while a member of the wdr BIG 
baND from 2010-2013 . His latest album, Always Forward (alternate side 
– 010), reunites Gilkes and the band for an exploration of six Gilkes originals, 
one of which it the three-part “Denali Suite .” He also wrote distinctive charts 
on “Easy to Love” and “Portrait of Jenny” that are included on the album . His 
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writing is reflective of his involvement in several 
contemporary big bands, including the Maria 
Schneider Orchestra, Darcy James Argue’s Secret 
Society and the Christian McBride Big Band . The 
band is one of the world’s great big bands, and 
they execute the Gilkes charts with assurance and 
tight cohesiveness . Several of the band members, 
particularly saxophonists Johan Hörlén, Karolina 
Strassmayer and Paul Heller, offer up fine soli, 
while the trombone of Gilkes is full of imagination 
and fluency on the selections that feature him . 
Always Forward is indeed filled with forward 
looking music, but music that draws the listener in, 
and never veers off into territory that is too far out, 
as is the case with many contemporary big band 
recordings . (alternatesiderecords .weebly .com)

n deNNIs lIcHtmaN is one of the true gems on 
the New York City jazz scene . He plays clarinet, 
violin and mandolin, and has been at the forefront 
of the thriving group of young jazzers who are 
attracted to the sounds of classic jazz and swing . 
He is the cat who made the Tuesday night jam 
sessions at Mona’s happen . Being a resident of 
Queens, he became interested in the number of 
great jazz musicians, including Clarence Williams, 
Louis Armstrong, Bix Beiderbecke, Count Basie, 
Fats Waller, Ella Fitzgerald and Billie Holiday among 
many others, who at one time resided in Queens . 
Just Across the River (triple treble music – 
007), is a 14-tune program that pays tribute to 
Queens’ jazz history . Joining Lichtman and his 
clarinet on this venture are trombonist J . Walter 
Hawkes, trumpeter Gordon Au, pianist Dalton 
Ridenhour, bassist Nathan Peck and drummer Rob 
Garcia, with occasional contributions from vocalist/
guitarist Jerron “Blind Boy” Paxton, violinist/vocalist 
Mazz Swift, vocalist Terry Wilson and guitarist Nick 
Russo . Lichtman has written nine nifty original 
pieces saluting various musicians and locations 
with Queens connections to go with four jazz 
classics, “Someday You’ll Be Sorry” by Armstrong, 
“Blue Turning Grey Over You” by Waller and Andy 
Razaf, “Squeeze Me” by Waller and Williams, and 
“Cake Walking Babies from Home” by Williams, 
Henry Troy and Chris Smith, plus the only song 
written before 1950 with a reference to Queens, 
“Just Across the River from Queens,” a forgotten 
ditty from Neville Fleeson and Albert Von Tilzer . The 
music is rompin’, stompin’ wonderful, and the 
informative and insightful liner notes by Ricky 
Riccardi add a welcome perspective to the music . 
Lichtman has created a tribute to his beloved 
borough that will appeal to residents of any place, 
anywhere . (www .dennislichtman .com)

n For almost 30 years, tenor saxophonist 
HoustoN PersoN and bassist roN carter 

have made occasional forays into recording studios 
to produce duo albums of impeccable taste and 
sublime music . Remember Love (HighNote – 
7315) is their latest effort, and it is another dream 
album . They give their attention to eight standards, 
“Love Is Here to Stay,” “My One and Only Love,” 
“Day Dream,” “Gentle Rain,” “The Way You Look 
Tonight,” “You Are My Sunshine,” “Easy to 
Remember” and “Without a Song,” plus one original 
by Person, “Why Not” and one by Carter, “Blues for 
D .P .,” a tribute to Duke Pearson . Person is one of 
the finest ballad players on any instrument, and he 
has several occasions here to give samplings of his 
sensitivity and tenderness . When the tempo 
increases to a gentle swing mode, the results are 
equally satisfying . The empathy between Person 
and Carter is exemplary . Carter’s solo take on “You 
Are My Sunshine” is unexpected and wonderful . 
When two masters like Person and Carter meet up, 
you get what you expect, music for the ages . 
(www .jazzdepot .com)

n The duo of tenor saxophonist JeFF ruPert and 
pianist rIcHard dreXler is a logical outgrowth 
of their close to 30 years of playing together in 
various formats . They finally have recorded as a 
duo with R&D (rupe media – 30117) being the 
follow-up to Imagination, with both recordings 
coming from the same engagement at the Timucua 
Arts White House in Orlando on June 10-11, 2015 . 
The results are impressive . They have selected 
eight tunes, “The Song Is You,” George Duke’s 
“Someday,” Jobim’s “O Grande Amor,” “Edelweiss,” 
Billy Strayhorn’s “Johnny Come Lately,” 
“Imagination,” “The Night Has a Thousand Eyes,” 
and Mal Waldron’s “Soul Eyes .” Both are fluid 
players with fertile imaginations . Rupert possesses 
a superb tone that is smooth and gentle when 
necessary, and assertive when appropriate . Drexler 
plays fills that perfectly complement Rupert . These 
are two superb musicians who are on the same 
page, and exhibit an obvious joy in their 
partnership . (cdbaby .com)

n Coast to Coast (Blujazz – 3469) has ten 
selections taken from four recording sessions 
featuring saxophonist Jerry VIVINo that took 
place in New Jersey and California between 2005 
and 2017 . The first session took place on October 
17, 2005 in Paramus, New Jersey, and found Vivino 
in the company of Bucky Pizzarelli on guitar, Martin 
Pizzarelli on bass, Ken Levinsky on piano and Carl 
Latham on drums, resulting in four tunes, “Body 
and Soul,” “Paterson,” a Vivino/Latham original 
dedicated to the hometown of Bucky Pizzarelli and 
Vivino’s father, and “Honeysuckle Rose .” A fourth 
track, another original, “Miracles,” was recorded 
later on the same day with another lineup . On May 

15, 2014, “Here’s That Rainy Day” was recorded in 
Simi Valley, California with Vivino being joined by 
Michael Foreman on piano and Kevin Axt on bass . 
The April 6, 2017 session was back in Paramus 
where Vivino had trumpeter Lew Soloff, pianist 
Brian Charette, bassist Kermit Driscoll and drummer 
Shawn Pelton with him for takes on two Vivino 
originals, “Category 5” and “Lew’s Blues .” The final 
session took place in Glendale , California on July 
31, 2017 with Vivino, trumpeter Ron Stout, pianist 
Andy Langham, bassist John Leftwich and drummer 
Bernie Dresel producing “three originals, “Coast to 
Coast,” “Spud Time” and “Sam I Am .” Vivino plays 
tenor sax on most tracks, while picking up his alto 
flute for one selection, and his soprano sax on 
another, while adding a vocal on “Honeysuckle 
Rose .” Given the variety of sessions and groups, 
Vivino is consistently his swinging, assertive self, 
producing smile-inducing sounds at every turn . 
Coast to Coast is satisfying no matter where or 
when the music originated . (www .BLUEJAZZ .com)

n Like so many jazz musicians, alto saxophonist 
JIm sNIdero and trumpeter Jeremy Pelt have 
been influenced by the music of Cannonball 
Adderley . Their admiration for the legendary alto 
saxophonist is front and center on Jubilation! 
(savant – 2167), subtitled Celebrating 
Cannonball Adderley . Joined by pianist David 
Hazeltine, bassist Nat Reeves and drummer Billy 
Drummond, they offer up a program that includes 
six tunes associated with Adderley and one original 
each by Snidero and Pelt . They nicely capture the 
spirit of the Adderley quintet, but bring their own 
stamp to each of the selections . Adderley was 
generally characterized as belonging to the hard 
bop school of jazz players, and the music here 
easily fits into that genre . The leaders are each 
stand out performers who have developed their 
own styles, but in jazz there are inevitable ways in 
which there is an overlapping between the 
performer who influenced the later players, and 
those who have been influenced . It is often a happy 
melding of the two, and certainly that applies in 
this instance . The music on Jubilation! would 
certainly meet with the approval of Adderley, a 
player who was generous in spirit . Listen to 
Adderley classics like “Sack O’ Woe” and “Work 
Song,” and you will discover the freshness that 
Snidero, Pelt and their cohorts bring to these 
pieces . The wonder of good jazz is the ways in 
which individual players develop their own styles 
while having absorbed what has preceded them, 
and Jubilation! offers a fine example of this reality . 
(www .jazzdepot .com) 

n It is fun to discover a musician who has been on 
the scene for almost 70 years for the first time 
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when he is 82-years old . Having spent most of his time playing in western 
Canada, it is not surprising that trumpeter al muIrHead has escaped the 
notice of this jazz enthusiast based in the New York City area . Hearing his 
latest release, Undertones (chronograph records - 68), you are inclined to 
look for his past releases . He plays bass trumpet, in the company of tenor 
saxophonist Kelly Jefferson, guitarist Reg Schwager, bassist Neil Swainson and 
drummer Ted Warren on a program of eight standards, “Rose Room,” “’Deed I 
Do,” “Tenderly,” “You’re My Everything,” “Charade,” “S’posin,” “I Don’t Stand a 
Ghost of a Chance with You” and “”Four Brothers,” plus two Muirhead 
originals . The bass trumpet is an instrument that is rarely featured in any 
musical genre, and has mostly taken a far back seat in the world of jazz . 
Muirhead makes a good case for bringing it to the fore more often . He plays 
with fluency on this horn that some might confuse for a valve trombone . His 
mates provide fine company for this straight-ahead album that swings its 
forever off . Welcome to my consciousness Al Muirhead . (www .chronojazz .com)

n NJJS Board member, trombonist Peter lIN has released his first album, 
With Respect (self produced) . On most of the seven tracks, he performs with 
The Lintet, his quintet of Anthony Nelson Jr . on saxes and flute, Oscar Williams 
II on piano, Ben Rubens on bass and Nic Cacioppo on drums . With the 
exception of Slide Hampton’s “My Blues” and the Lin original, “Born Here, From 
There,” the songs are jazz adaptations of tunes from the Chinese and 
Taiwanese popular songbook . One of the latter is a song familiar to American 
audiences as “Rose, Rose I Love You,” a hit for Frankie Laine in the 1950s with 
English lyrics . It is the only pop song to hit the American charts with music by a 
Chinese composer . Lin  was born in New Orleans but has family roots in 
Taiwan and has done a fine job of bringing popular songs from China and 
Taiwan into the American jazz idiom . This album, which features Winard Harper 
on drums for two tracks, is a nice debut for Peter Lin who has a strong 
presence on the New Jersey jazz scene . (lintet .com)

n The gentle jazz piano musings of BeeGIe adaIr are on fine display on By 
Request (Green Hill – 6119) . In the company of bassist Roger Spencer and 
drummer Chris Brown, Adair spends close to an hour caressing 14 standards 
with her usual elegance and subtle jazz inflections . Having been present on 
over 100 albums, over 30 under her own name, it is quite an accomplishment 
to hear her still playing with interesting inventiveness . Adair has been mining 
the Great American Songbook for decades, and for this disc, she has selected 
to address tunes that she receives frequent requests to play . They are all 
familiar, but not the same old, same old that have almost become a cliché . She 
explores “Taking a Chance on Love,” “East of the Sun (And West of the Moon),” 
“Autumn in New York,” “Love Nest,” “Emily,” “I’m Glad There Is You,” “I Hadn’t 
Anyone Till You,” “Moonlight in Vermont,” “Tenderly,” “The Shadow of Your 
Smile,” “I Wished on the Moon,” “Don’t Blame Me,” “Rosetta” and “For All We 
Know” with subtle improvisations while never letting the melody stray too far 
away . I suspect that if you obtain By Request, you will find yourself making self-
requests to keep putting it into your player . (greenhillmusic .com)

n Pairing the New york VoIces with the BoB mINtzer BIG BaNd is a 
combination that works beautifully . The big band charts, mostly by Mintzer, and 
the vocal arrangements by Darmon Meader blend nicely on Meeting of Minds 
(Manchester Craftsmen’s Guild – 1045) . There are eight vocal numbers, 
“Autumn Leaves,” “I Concentrate on You,” “I Get Along Without You Very Well,” 
“The Way You Look Tonight,” “You Go to My Head,” “Old Devil Moon,” “Speak 
Low” and “I’ll Remember April,” with each of the members of the vocal group, 

Kim Nazarian, Lauren Kinhan, Peter Eldridge and Darmon Meader, taking the 
lead vocal on different tracks . The two instrumentals, “I Want to Be Happy” and 
Mintzer’s “Weird Blues,” are kicking good fun . The NYV offer a unique approach 
to vocal group jazz, with sophisticated and imaginative voicings .  The band is a 
tight ensemble filled with impressive soloists . It all adds up to an exciting and 
pleasurable collection of music that holds your attention throughout the 
program . (www .mcgjazz .org)

n maurIce FraNk is a new voice on the jazz vocal scene, but he is no mere 
youngster . After having grown up listening to the singers of the jazz and pop 
vocal genres, and singing in various settings while a teenager, he got married, 
and entered a non-musical career . Now he has enjoyed business success, has 
seen his children grow up and go out on their own, and the lure of singing the 
great standards has become irresistible . He gigs around his home base in 
Florida, and recruited a top-flight group of New York jazz cats like John di 
Martino, Eric Alexander and Paul Meyers to join him for his first recording, Mad 
Romance and Love (Jumo music – 1007) . With a 13-track program of songs 
like “Dream Dancing,” “Slow Hot Wind,” “Day Dream,” “Yellow Days” and 
“She’s Funny That Way” arranged by the pianist on the session, John di 
Martino, Frank sounds like a man who has been singing for quite some time . 
He has a pleasant, but not polished baritone, a knowing approach to the lyrics, 
and a jazz-inspired way of phrasing . Mad Romance and Love is a fine debut 
recording that should garner him some deserved attention . (Note: Maurice 
Frank will make an appearance at Jazz at Kitano, 66 Park Avenue, NYC on 
Friday November 2 at 8:00 pm to celebrate the release of this album.) 
(www .mauricefrank .com)

n cÉcIle mclorIN salVaNt has been garnering critical acclaim since she 
turned her attention to jazz almost ten years ago . Within a short time, in 2010, 
she won the Thelonious Monk International Vocal Competition, and has been a 
constant attraction at jazz venues worldwide . The Window (mack avenue – 
1132) is her fifth album, and it is an eclectic collection of 17 selections that 
gives her an opportunity to display her full range of vocal powers . Having been 
raised by a French mother and a father from Haiti, as well as having spent a 
few years studying law and classical voice in Paris, Salvant is fluent in French, 
and performs a couple of songs in that language, one of which she wrote . Most 
of her program comes from the Great American Songbook, but she has chosen 
titles that are not among those sung by most vocalists, songs like “Wild Is 
Love,” “The Gentleman Is a Dope,” “Trouble Is a Man” and “I’ve Got Your 
Number .” The piano of Sullivan Fortner is her sole support, with Fortner also 
turning to the organ on a few selections . There is always some dispute about 
who or what a jazz singer is, but the reality is when you hear one, you usually 
know it, and after hearing a few selections by Salvant, you will be hard-pressed 
not to number her among the select few who qualify undeniably for this 
categorization . The Window is a spectacular collection that is sure to reaffirm 
the special place that Cécile McLorin Salvant has earned among the singers 
currently performing . (mackavenue .com) 

n moNIca ramey and BeeGIe adaIr have developed into a perfect pairing 
of vocalist and piano accompanist . They have a special empathy that precludes 
their needing any other participants in their musical excursions . On Some 
Enchanted Evening (Green Hill – 6109) they give loving treatment to a 
dozen songs from Broadway musicals . The program visits the catalogs of Cole 
Porter (“Always True to You in My Fashion” and “C’est Magnifique”), Richard 
Rodgers with both Lorenz Hart (“My Funny Valentine”) and Oscar Hammerstein 
II (“If I Loved You,” “I Have Dreamed,” “People Will Say We’re in Love” and 
“Some Enchanted Evening”), Frank Loesser (“If I Were a Bell”), Irving Berlin 
(“They Say It’s Wonderful”), Lerner and Loewe (“I’ve Grown Accustomed to Your 
Face”) and the Gershwins (“’S Wonderful” and “Someone to Watch Over Me”) . 
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Ramey is not a Broadway belter; so her approach is intimate and understated, 
with a matching approach from Adair . What Ramey does do is to make you hear 
and absorb each word that she sings, and realize the true genius of the folks 
who have given the world lyrics that continue to stand among the best of 
American cultural achievement . (greenhillmusic .com)

n There are a lot of fine vocalists who live in the Northwest states . NaNcy 
erIcksoN hails from the Seattle area, and has recently released her third 
album, Here & Now (self produced) . This is a lady who grabs your attention 
with her voice on “The Gentle Rain,” and holds it through the last strains of “La 
Vie en Rose .” In between there are tunes like “Black Coffee,” “Night in Tunisia” 
“Fragile” and “Honeysuckle Rose .” Backed by Alex Dugdale on sax, Cole Schuster 
on guitar, Greg Feingold on bass and Max Holmberg on drums, Erickson gave the 
audience at the North City Bistro in Shoreline, Washington a nice taste of her 
welcoming vocal stylings . This album illustrates that there is a lot of first-rate 
talent spread throughout the country that deserves wider recognition . 
(NancyEricksonSings .com)

n The knowing attitude that vocalist VIVIaN lee brings to each song that she 
sings on Let’s Talk About Love (tara records – 80554) makes this recording 
one that has immediate appeal . Her dusky voice and jazz-infected approach is 
nicely complemented by the piano of Brenden Lowe, with Joe Gilman filling this 
chair on “Some Other Time,” Buca Necak on bass and Jeff Minnieweather on 
drums, plus Jeff Clayton adding his alto sax on “Emily .” Lee has a very individual 
approach to putting across the lyrics of songs like “Wives and Lovers,” “You 
Turned the Tables on Me,” “Out of Nowhere” and “Waltz for Debby,” among the 
intelligently selected program of eleven tunes . The folks in her home of 
Sacramento, and others in neighboring areas of California are fortunate to have 
an artist of quality like Vivian Lee in their midst . Discovering her for the first time 
has been a true pleasure . (www .vivianleejazz .com)

n Veteran jazz vocalist JoaNI taylor has survived the loss of a husband, and 
a bout with Acute Myeloid Leukemia, but her spirit and talent come through loud 
and strong on In a Sentimental Mood (Cellar Live – 111517) . The impetus for 
the recording came from alto/tenor saxophonist PJ Perry who made the 
suggestion that he would like to record with Taylor . Thanks to Cory Weeds and 
his Cellar Live label, the suggestion became reality, as Taylor, Perry, pianist Miles 
Black and bassist Neil Swainson gathered at Warehouse Studios to record a 
baker’s dozen songs in a single session, most of them first takes . There are 12 
tracks, one being a well-conceived medley of “A Ghost of a Chance” and “I Can’t 
Get Started .” Among the other selections are “In a Sentimental Mood,” “Alfie,” 
“Love Walked In,” “More Than You Know” and “Be My Love .” Taylor’s voice is a 
bit weathered, but her phrasing is effective, making the performances ring true . 
In total, this is a collection that is moving to hear, and heartfelt in performance . 
(cellarlive .com)

n suNdae & mr. Goessl is the husband and wife duo of vocalist Kate Voss 
and guitarist Jason Goessel . Their recent album, When You’re Smiling (self 
produced), is an interesting collection of 15 tunes that features Voss’s unique 
vocal stylings . She has a voice that is hard to describe, sort of a cross between 
Blossom Dearie and Betty Boop, but one that quickly becomes fun to hear . Their 
approach is also difficult to categorize, but is definitely related to early jazz styles 
with some Les Paul and Mary Ford tossed into the mix . One thing that is 
consistently evident is that they are having a lot of fun lending their approach to 
a varied program that includes songs like “Perhaps,” “Bye Bye Blues,” “Caravan,” 
“Bang, Bang,” “A Wink and a Smile,” “Caravan” and “When You’re Smiling,” 
something that you are likely to be doing a lot while listening to this disc . 
(sundaeandmrgoessl .com) JJ
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book review                       By Joe lang 

THE COMPLETE LYRICS OF ALAN JAY LERNER
Edited and annotated by Dominic McHugh and amy asch  (Oxford University Press, New York | 607 pages, 2018, $49 .55)

Alan Jay Lerner is the 
latest marvelous 

crafts man of Great 
American Songbook lyrics 
to have his complete lyrics 
compiled and annotated. 
This is a valuable addition 
to similar books devoted 
to the lyrics of Cole 
Porter, Ira Gershwin, 
Irving Berlin, Johnny 
Mercer, Frank Loesser and 
Oscar Hammerstein II, 
and the two collections by 
Stephen Sondheim.

Amy Asch, who also produced the 
Hammerstein book (The Complete Lyrics of 
Oscar Hammerstein II, Knopf, 2008), and 
Dominic McHugh offer a thorough and 
fascinating exploration of the lyrics that 
Lerner wrote with Frederick Loewe, his 
primary collaborator, Kurt Weill, Burton 
Lane, Andre Previn, John Barry, Leonard 
Bernstein, Charles Strouse and Gerard 
Kenny.

Lerner wrote the lyrics for 16 musical 
theater shows, What’s Up, The Day Before 
Spring, Brigadoon, Paint Your Wagon, My 
Fair Lady, Camelot and Gigi with Loewe, the 
last of which was an updated stage version 
of the film with the same title; Love Life with 
Weill; On a Clear Day You Can See Forever 
and Carmelina with Lane; Coco with Previn; 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue with Bernstein, 
Dance a Little Closer with Strouse, Lolita, My 
Love, that had tryouts in Philadelphia and 
Boston, but never reached Broadway, with 
Barry; and the unproduced My Man Godfrey 
with Kenny.

His film credits included Brigadoon, Paint 
Your Wagon, Gigi, My Fair Lady, Camelot 
and The Little Prince with Loewe; Royal 
Wedding and the unproduced Huckleberry 
Finn with Lane; and a few lyrics for 
individual songs in other films. The other 
lyrics included are from early efforts prior to 
his collaboration with Loewe, and a few 

stand-alone songs written for 
special occasions.

Asch and McHugh culled the 
Lerner, Loewe, Lane, Previn, 
and Bernstein collections at 
the Library of Congress, orig-
inal scripts, sheet music, and 
a variety of other sources to 
find all lyrics that were avail-
able. These include both pub-
lished and unpub lished lyrics, 
in  clud ing songs written for 
various shows and films, but 
not used or cut before final 

produc tions. The sources are fully credited 
in the meticulous footnotes. 

For each theater production, there is 
complete information about the tryouts, 
Broadway run, Broadway credits and 
Broadway cast, as well as awards, London 
production, film credits and awards, where 
applicable. 

There is background material relating to the 
conceiving and writing of the shows and 
films. The song-by-song presentation of the 
lyrics is annotated to put the songs in 
perspective as relates to the book of the 
piece, and any particular specifics about 
Lerner’s writing style or technique that 
apply to a specific lyric.

Lerner was a wordsmith supreme with a 
strongly literate streak. He had a ready wit 
that was frequently present in his words.  
His work habits were somewhat erratic. 
There were times when he worked intensely, 
while at other times his periods of inactivity 
in the midst of a project strained his 
relation ships with his collaborators.

While there are some lyrics that can stand 
alone as poetry, most of the lyrics written 
for shows after Oklahoma were primarily 
character driven, and while there was often 
poetic imagery in many lyrics, few could 
effectively stand alone away from the music. 
This was particularly true of Lerner’s lyrics. 
In reading through them, what is most 

striking is how clever he could be. The lyrics 
written for multi-character numbers show 
him to be particularly adept at making the 
interactions flow naturally. The fact that he 
wrote the books and screenplays for almost 
all of his shows and films, and was thus 
quite accomplished at writing dialogue, 
certainly aided him greatly in conceiving 
and writing this kind of lyric.

When reading lyrics that are familiar, and 
also being aware of the music that accom-
panies them, it is a different exper ience than 
reading lyrics that are new to the reader. 
The former feel like old friends, and the 
tunes are in your conscious ness as you read. 
It is more difficult to relate to those for 
which you have no prior reference or 
familiarity. It is here where the annotat ions 
are particularly helpful, although they often 
add an extra element of appreciation and 
understanding even for the familiar songs.

For fans of musical theater, books like this 
can be enjoyed on many levels. They help 
further expand your appreciation of the skill 
involved in writing those lyrics that are part 
of your musical experience. You can pick up 
on some of the subtleties present in lyrics 
that you have previously taken on a more 
surface level. For material that is new, you 
can dig as deeply as you want. 

This is not the kind of book that most 
readers would read through cover-to-cover. 
Most readers would probably find that 
exploring each show or film individually, 
and perhaps seeking out recordings, where 
available, to bring what you read to a higher 
level of understanding and appreciation.

What you will appreciate from the time you 
start going through the book is the diligence 
and commitment of the editor/annotators. 
The research that has gone into preparing 
this volume is extensive and impressive. 
Lerner deserves the kind of reverence and 
insight provided by Amy Asch and  
Dominic McHugh in The Complete 
Lyrics of Alan Jay Lerner. JJ
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Vibraphonists Pick up sticks 
and Head to Hilton Head 

The World Vibes Congress is a gathering of professional players, 
college percussion teachers and students whose mission is to 

promote the vibraphone through improvisation and composition, 
encouraging students and working with teachers to develop 
curriculum. For the last six years, they have met annually in New 
Jersey each January.

In cooperation with the World Vibes Congress, in January, Hilton 
Head Island, South Carolina will host four of the best vibraphone 
players in the profession today. Tony Miceli, Joe Locke, David 
Friedman and Warren Wolf will perform on Sunday, January 6 at 2 
pm on the Arts Center of Coastal Carolina’s mainstage. 

As part of the Jazz Vibes Showcase on Sunday, January 6, the four 
will play individually with a rhythm section of professional 
musicians including Martin Lesch on piano, Chris Russell on 
drums, both local Island jazz celebrities, and Ron Brendle on bass, 
hailing from North Carolina.

For the finale, these four incredible vibraphonists will perform 
together in a dynamic musical extravaganza. The mainstage 
performance is dedicated to the memory of Lowcountry jazz legend 
and owner of The Jazz Club, Bob Masteller. The event is 
co-sponsored by the Arts Center of Coastal Carolina and Junior 
Jazz Foundation. 

As part of the Jazz Vibes Showcase, each of the four vibraphonists 
will present a four-session Workshop Experience on Saturday, 
January 5, 2019 from 10 am-3 pm.

The two sessions before lunch are Tony Miceli’s workshop “How 
to Study and Work with Chords and Harmony,” and Joe Locke’s 
session “Inspiration and Transformation - Creating New Lines for 
Improvisation.”  Following lunch, Warren Wolf presents “Bebop 
and More,” and the final session will be David Friedman’s “Vocal 
Phrasing on a Hunk of Metal.”

Out-of-town guests can take advantage of special group rates at 
both Sonesta Hotel (130 Shipyard Drive, HHI 29928; 843-842-
2400) and Park Lane Hotel & Suites (12 Park Lane, HHI, 29928; 
843-686-5700). Contact either hotel directly for rates and details, 
or go online to artshhi.com/performance-shows/jazz-vibes-
showcase to learn more.

Showcase tickets are $40/adults and $20/students (ages 18 and 
younger). The four-session workshop is $50, which includes lunch; 
or $25 with an early bird concert ticket purchased by October 12; 
and $35 with concert ticket purchase after October 12. For more 
visit www.artshhi.com or call (843) 842-2787 (ARTS). JJ

The Arts Center is located at 14 Shelter Cove Lane, Hilton Head 
Island and is a non-profit organization which presents professional 
theater productions, a Great Performances series, as well as region-
wide educational and outreach programs.

JerseyeventsJazz
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Morris Jazz
The Bickford Theatre at the Morris Museum, 

Morristown Tickets/information: 973-971-3706

The Full Count Big Band has visited the Bickford Theatre on nearly an annual 
basis, filling the room with its loyal following as well as being discovered by the 
“regulars” of this series . They are 17 pieces strong, with an extensive book of 
arrangements . On October 22 they’ll perform a “Big Band Jazz Concert” of 
classic music associated with the likes of Basie, Ellington, Kenton, Goodman 
and other greats, with vocals supplied by NJJS board member Carrie Jackson . 
Many of Full Count’s seasoned musicians have traveled the world with promi-
nent bands and that polish shows in the band’s swinging sound . You’ll wish 
there could be a dance floor within the 300-seat acoustic auditorium, and with 
the Jazz Showcase’s new reserved seating policy and senior discounts there’s 
every reason to order tickets early . 

The Bickford Benefit Band 
comes together each year 
for the sole purpose of 
raising money for the 
Bickford Theatre and its 
parent, the Morris Museum . 
Dan levinson has organized 
the event for years, and the 
array of top talent assures a 
sellout . Most of the 
participating players have 
been leaders of their own 
groups appearing here, so 
the roster can be quite 
impressive . 

For their highly anticipated 
return on Monday, November 12, Dan has already signed up Bria Skonberg 
and Warren vaché, giving fans an exceptional trumpet section to lay down the 
melody . Rossano Sportiello will be at the piano, anchoring the rhythm section, 
which also includes Mark Mclean, a hard-to-get drummer often seen with 
Catherine Russell . Molly Ryan will contribute vocals and guitar work, and a 
couple more players will be added by next month .

When the BBB is assembled for this special event, there are usually no empty 
seats in the acoustic hall . In fact, there are rarely any seats available at the 
door, so fans are, unfortunately, turned away . This once happened to a NJJS 
President! Don’t say you have not been warned!

The great groundHog Day Jam will be back on Monday, February 4 . Truth be 
told, there is no reason to glorify those rodents, except that organizer Herb 
gardner has a song about Groundhog Day (“Irving Berlin got all the good 
holidays!” he points out), and it served as an excuse to present some hot jazz 
during the cold weather, when gigs are scarce so top players are available . It is 
early yet, so we don’t have the roster for this year, but Herb has given us some 
great shows in the past, and his trombone and piano work alone are 
compelling reasons to get tickets .

Looking farther ahead, you’ll also want to order your tickets for the Big Bix 
Beiderbecke Birthday Bash, an annual tribute to one of jazz’s earliest 
innovators . Bix’s recording career lasted just a bit over six years, but in that 
short time he influenced contemporary musicians and those who followed 
them, right up to the current day . Fortunately, Mike Davis has studied and 

absorbed Bix’s style and approach, and always assembles a band of like 
minded young players who display genuine enthusiasm for this timeless music . 
Hold Monday, March 11 for this one, and discover why several full weekend 
festivals around the country are dedicated to Bix’s repertoire .

Please note that all the jazz offerings at the Bickford run as one extended set, 
starting at 7:30 PM through about 9 pm…or until encores are exhausted! Ticket 
prices are still sinfully low for the level of talent available due to our proximity 
to NYC (and reputation among touring groups) . The new reserved seating policy 
allows fans to select their seats either online or by calling the box office .

 — Bruce Gast

Showcase series at the Morris Museum this year . On OctoberMuseum 
members $18, non-members $20, seniors, $18. All shows start at 7:30 pm and 
are assigned seating; for best seats, order early.

Jazz For Shore
Sunday afternon Jazz at the arts & Community Center at 
Ocean County College, Toms River  
Tickets/information: 732-255-0500

South Orange tenor saxophonist 
and flutist Don Braden has been 
music director of the Litchfield (CT) 
Jazz Camp for more than 18 years . 
At the 2016 camp, he introduced 
his jazz arrangement of music from 
Earth, Wind & Fire and Stevie 
Wonder . Entitled “Earth Wind and 
Wonder”, it was performed by the 
LJC staff . That inspired an album of 
the same name, which was 
released in May of this year on the 
Creative Perspective Music label .

Braden is a jazz musician of the 
highest caliber . For more than 30 
years he has toured the world 
leading his own ensembles and 
working as a sideman for such jazz 
legends as vocalist Betty Carter, 
trum peter Freddie Hubbard, and 

drummer Roy Haynes . But, growing up in Louisville in the 1970s, he was 
enamored with the music of Earth, Wind & Fire and Stevie Wonder . “This is the 
music that first imprinted my teenage brain…and captured my heart,” he 
recently told blackgrooves .com’s Jamaal Baptiste . In his review of the album, 
Baptiste pointed out that “performing arrangements of Earth, Wind & Fire and 
Stevie Wonder’s notable hits is certainly not an easy task . However, Braden 
accomplishes this mission with his superb rendi tions, while staying true to the 
essence of their artistry . Earth Wind and Wonder is truly an artistic expression 
that will capture the hearts and minds of its listeners .”

On Sunday, October 28, Braden will bring the music of Earth Wind and Wonder 
to the Jay and Linda Grunin Center for the Arts in Toms River, the third concert 
in the new Jazz ON a SuNDay aFTERNOON series for which the New Jersey 
Jazz Society is a media sponsor . Accompanying him will be art Hirahara on 
piano, Kenny Davis on bass, and Jeremy Warren on drums  — all of whom 
play on the album . Jazz Weekly’s George W . Harris pointed out that Warren 

’round 
Jersey
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Bria Skonberg 
performs with the 

Bickford Benefit 
Band on Nov. 12.

Don Braden swings the jazz-infused 
1970s pop music of Earth, Wind and Fire 
and Stevie Wonder in Toms River on 
Oct. 28. Photo by Chris Drukker.
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’Round Jersey concerts are produced in conjunction 
with the New Jersey Jazz Society.

JerseyeventsJazz

About NJJS
Mission Statement: The mission of the New Jersey Jazz Society is to promote and 
preserve the great American musical art form known as Jazz through live jazz 
performances and educational outreach initiatives and scholarships . 
To accomplish our Mission, we produce a monthly magazine, JERSEY JAZZ, sponsor 
live jazz events, and provide scholarships to New Jersey college students studying 
jazz . Through our outreach program, “Generations of Jazz,” we go into schools to 
teach students about the history of jazz while engaging them in an entertaining and 
interactive presentation . _______
Founded in 1972, the Society is run by a board of directors who meet monthly to 
conduct the business of staging our music events, awarding scholarships to New 
Jersey college jazz students, and conducting Generations of Jazz programs in local 
school systems, among other things . The membership is comprised of jazz 
devotees from all parts of the state, the country and the world . 
The New Jersey Jazz Society is a qualified organization of the New Jersey Cultural Trust .

visit www.njjs.org, e-mail info@njjs.org for more information on any of our 
programs and services:

e-mail updates Student scholarships  Pee Wee Russell Memorial Stomp   
Collaborative Jazz Concerts:   

Ocean County College  Bickford Theatre/Morris 1867 Sanctuary at Ewing
NJJS supports JazzFeast presented by Palmer Square, Downtown Princeton .
NJJS is a proud supporter of the Morristown Jazz & Blues Festival, the NJCU 
President’s Jazz Festival in Jersey City, and more .

Member Benefits
What do you get for your dues?
n Jersey Jazz Journal — a monthly journal considered the best jazz society 

publications in the country, packed with feature articles, photos, jazz 
calendars, upcoming events and news about the NJ Jazz Society .

n FREE Jazz Socials — See www .njjs .org and Jersey Jazz for updates .

n Musical Events — NJJS sponsors and co-produces a number of jazz events 
each year, ranging from intimate concerts to large dance parties and 
picnics . Members receive discounts on ticket prices for the Pee Wee Russell 
Memorial Stomp . Plus there’s a free concert at the Annual Meeting in 
December and occasionally other free concerts . Ticket discounts (where 
possible) apply to 2 adults, plus children under 18 years of age . Singles may 
purchase two tickets at member prices . 

n The Record Bin — a collection of CDs, not generally found in music stores, 
available at reduced prices at most NJJS concerts and events and through 
mail order .  

n FREE listings — Musician members get listed FREE on our website .

Join NJJS 
memBersHIP leVels Member benefits are subject to update . 

n Family/individual $45: See above for details .
n Family/individual 3-yEaR $115 See above for details .
n youth $15: For people under 21 years of age . Be sure to give the year of 

your birth on the application where noted . 
n give-a-gift $25: Members in good standing may purchase one or more gift 

memberships at any time for only $25 each . Please supply the name and 
address of giftee . Good for new memberships only .

n Fan ($75 – $99/family)
n Jazzer ($100 – $249/family)
n Sideman ($250 – $499/family)
n Bandleader $500+/family)

n Corporate Membership ($1000)

to receive a membership application,  
for more information or to join:  

Call 973-610-1308 or email membership@njjs.org  
OR visit www.njjs.org  

OR simply send a check payable to “NJJS” to: New Jersey Jazz Society,  
c/o Mike Katz, 382 Springfield Ave . Suite 217, Summit NJ 07901 .

Members at Jazzer Level and above 
receive special benefits . These 
change periodically, so please 
contact Membership for details .

“gets funky on ‘Getaway’, while Hirahara is graceful on a bluesy ‘After the 
Love Has Gone’ (both EW&F hits) .” As for the entire album, he points out that, 
“Just as delving into R&B in the ‘40s brought out hits on songs like ‘Caldonia’ 
for the likes of Woody Herman, Braden shows there’s lots of songs from baby 
boomers that need to be swung . This is a cooker!”

New York City Jazz Record’s Phil Freeman says Earth Wind and Wonder “goes 
beyond mere homage into real transformation,” and JazzTimes’ Philip Booth 
calls it “an unexpectedly inventive reappreciation of some durable ‘70s radio 
hits .”

In a July 19, 2017 interview with JazzTimes’ Jeff Tamarkin, Braden was asked 
to single out a few highlights from his recording catalog of more than 20 
albums . Among the albums he mentioned were The Voice of the Saxophone 
(RCA Victor: 1997) and Don Braden Presents the Contemporary Standards 
Ensemble (Double Time Records: 2000) . The latter interpreted songs by such 
artists as Chaka Khan, Pat Metheny, and Steely Dan, while The Voice of the 
Saxophone was an homage to John Coltrane, Benny Golson, and Hank 
Mobley, among others . 

Don Braden, says All About Jazz’s Dan Bilawsky, “creates accessible music 
built atop the pillars of wit, honesty, swing, and heart and delivers music that 
alternately cooks, calms, struts, and soars .” 

Order your tickets now and prepare to be blown away . 

 — Sanford Josephson

All shows 3:00 – 4:30 pm; $24 admission, $20 seniors.

Jazz At The Sanctuary
1867 Sanctuary at Ewing 
101 Scotch Road, Ewing 
Tickets/information: 609-392-6409

The New Jersey Jazz Society co-sponsors jazz events at 1867 Sanctuary at 
Ewing and members receive a $5 discount on admission . This Romanesque 
Revival church hall has exceptional acoustics, padded seating and is 
wheelchair-accessible . 

Concerts are either one 90-minute set, or two sets with intermission . Free 
light refreshments (including cookies!) are served .

Upcoming jazz events at 1867 Sanctuary include: The New Jersey Jazz 
Quartet with Charles Frantz (guitar), Rick Fiori (Drums), Tom littwin (bass) 
and Peter lin (trombone) at 8 pm on Oct . 10; Carrie Jackson and Her Jazzin’ 
all Stars, with Radam Schwartz (piano), Takashi Otsuka (bass), and les Mc 
Kee (drums) at 8 pm on Oct 13; pianist/singer Sue Maskaleris with guitarist 
Jeff Raheb and his prodigy son Julian Raheb, a 13-year-old composer and 
pianist, at 3 pm on Oct . 28 .

$20 for general admission and $5 for students with ID. Group tickets (10 or 
more in advance) are $15 each. Tickets are available online, at the box office 
609-392-6409 or by email: 1867sanctuary@preservationnj.org. 
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When I was in high school, I found an 
after school job in the print shop of my 

home town’s weekly newspaper, where I 
learned the printing trade, which included 

melting type metal and casting slugs for the linotype machine, 
setting type for business cards, envelopes and flyers, and hand 
feeding a small printing press. When I came to live in New York 
with hopes of becoming a pro fessional musician, I paid for my 
furnished room and for weekly lessons with Lennie Tristano with a 
day gig at a print shop in the Bronx. My job was setting up and 
feeding a hand press. There were three other presses running in the 
same room, all very noisy machines, plus a giant paper cutter and a 
linotype all banging away. To add to the din, the manager and his 
assistant constantly yelled at each other and at the workers.

Tristano had given me some chords 
and phrases to memorize, and as I was 
rhythmically feeding sheets of paper 
into my press, I would sing my lessons 
to myself. After a couple of days of this, 
the manager came to me and said, 
“Stop that singing! It’s annoying the 
other workers!”

I didn’t keep that job for very long.

n On the web, there is a video of 
Herbie Hancock telling about a night in 
1993 when he was with the Miles Davis 
quintet. He said the band was having an 
especially good night when disaster 
struck: “In the middle of one of the 
songs, during Miles’s solo, I played this 
chord that was SO WRONG! I thought 
I had destroyed everything and reduced 
that great night to rubble. 

“Miles took a breath and he played 
some notes and he made my chord 
right. I could not figure out how he did 
that! It sounded like magic! 

“It took me years to figure out what 
happened. Here’s what happened…I 
judged what I had played. Miles didn’t. 
Miles just accepted it as something new 
that happened, and he did what any 
jazz musician should always try to do…
try to make anything that happens into 
something of value.”

n Early in her career, in Laguna Beach, 
California, Jean Packard met Hoagy 

Carmichael’s sister Martha. After Martha was widowed, she moved 
to Palm Springs to live with Hoagy, and when Jean was there one 
day she paid them a visit.

Martha asked Jean to play a song for her, and then Jean asked 
Hoagy if he would play her favorite song, his “Baltimore Oriole,” 
which was used in the movie To Have and Have Not. Hoagy said it 
was his favorite, too, and began to play it.

Halfway through the song, Hoagy forgot one of the chords, and 
Jean told him what it was. He thanked her and finished the song, 
and they all went out to dinner. Jean counts that evening as one of 
her favorite memories.

n Some years ago, on a gig at the Le Carrousel restaurant atop the 
Stamford Marriott, Bill Wurtzel looked down at his guitar for a few 
moments. When he looked up again, the couple that had been 
seated at the table in front of him was gone and there were four 
different diners there. Le Carrousel was a restaurant that slowly 
revolved to give panoramic views. (It was eventually replaced by 
offices.)

Wurtzel recently sent me a photo of a piano he saw in a hotel in 
Israel. On it is a sign, in Hebrew and in English, that reads: THE 
PIANO IS DECORATIVE ONLY.

n There is an internet site called GigSalad where musicians connect 
with clients for possible gigs. Amanda McCarthy posted on 
Facebook that she received a request through that site for a full band 
for a wedding. The gig was a hefty travel distance for Amanda. They 
wanted a five hour performance, with full equipment. They 
provided a list of song requests. The compensation offered was 
meals and drinks.

Amanda said, “I can’t believe people are actually this dumb. I was 
tempted to book the gig and not show up.”

n Rob Scheps posted the following on Facebook:

Freelance musician is a bitch of a gig. The vicissitudes are extreme.
Aside from my great recent gigs with the Gil Evans Band, Sheila 
Jordan, Tain and the Coretet etc., I've also turned pages in 
Delaware, taught eleven-year-olds, arranged Bruno Mars tunes for a 
singer and played on a stage with a roof leaking water onto electric 
instruments. All recently.

Greg Gisbert, one of the greatest trumpeters alive, (he's played with 
Maria Schneider, Wynton Marsalis, Woody Herman & Buddy Rich) 
once told me about a gig at Casa Bonita in Denver with Tony 
Klatka, where he was wearing a giant sombrero. I said, "When was 
that, Gizz? High school?" He replied, " No, man, last year!"

My buddy Roger Rosenberg put it best: "One day you're in 
Switzerland with Miles Davis; the next day you're in New York 
playing behind a puppet." JJ

New JerseyJazzSociety

From the crow’s Nest 

By Bill Crow

Bill Crow is a freelance musician and writer. His articles have appeared in DownBeat, The Jazz Review, and Gene Lee’s Jazzletter. His books include Jazz Anecdotes, 
From Birdland to Broadway and Jazz Anecdotes: Second Time Around. The preceding is reprinted with permission from Allegro, the monthly magazine of AFM Local 802.
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What’s New? 
Members new and renewed

renewed Members
Beatrice and Richard Berggren, Maplewood, NJ

Creative Persectives/Don Braden,  
   South Orange, NJ *

David Dilzell, Westfield, NJ *

Elaine and Kenneth Dolsky, Parsippany, NJ

John Doughten, Chadds Ford, PA *

Sandra Fink, Fort Lee, NJ

Vito Gallo, Bayonne, NJ 

Barbara Hann, Bridgewater, NJ

Scott Heavner, Wayne, NJ

Bruce Hector, Glen Rock, NJ

Theodore Jones, Morristown, NJ

Charles Krug, Normandy Beach, NJ *

Sheilia Langa, Union, NJ

Arthur Smith Levy, Mountainside, NJ

Susan Losaw, Asbury Park, NJ *

Arthur Markowitz, Mahwah, NJ

Charles Miller, Point Pleasant Beach, NJ

Henry W . Pfeiffer, Chatham, NJ

Enrique Roibal, Dover, NJ

Monroe Quinn, North Bergen, NJ *

Cornelius Sewell, NYC, NY

Sid Sirulnick, Manalapan, NJ *

Larry and Elly Silverstein, Maplewood, NJ *

Ron Spinella, Glen Gardner, NJ

Carole and Charles Trojahn, Somerset, NJ

New Members
Richard Bach, Jupiter, AZ

Nathan Eklund, Randolph, NJ

Dee Fox, Delray Beach, FL †

Betsy Harvin, Hopewell, NJ

Dr . Everett J Jennings, West Orange, NJ

Mr . and Mrs . Frank McManus, Chatham, NJ

Mr . Kevin O’Connor, Verona, NJ

Monroe Quinn, North Bergen, NJ *

Larry Ripley, Morris Plains, NJ

Michael Rockliff, Cranford, NJ

David and Janna Steinman, Madison, NJ

Includes renewed and new members through  
August 31, 2018.

We welcome all who recently joined NJJS or renewed their memberships . We’ll eventually see everyone’s name here as they renew at their particular 
renewal months . Members with an asterisk took advantage of our three-years-for-$115 membership; new members with a † received a gift 

membership . Members who joined at a patron level appear in bold type .
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allamuchy
rutherFurD haLL
1686 County Road 517
908-852-1894 ext . 335

allentown
Jazz VesPers at 

aLLeNtoWN 
PresByterIaN cHurcH

20 High Street
609-259-7289
1st Saturday February-June

asbury Park
Hotel tIdes
408 7th Ave .
732-897-7744

laNGosta restauraNt
100 Ocean Ave .
732-455-3275

tIm mclooNe’s  
suPPer cluB

1200 Ocean Ave .
732-744-1155

mooNstruck
517 Lake Ave .
732-988-0123

tHe saINt
601 Main St .
732-775-9144

atlantic city
asBury uNIted  

metHodIst cHurcH
1213 Pacific Ave .
908-348-1941
Jazz Vespers 3rd Sunday of 
the month, 4 pm

Bernardsville
BerNard’s INN
27 Mine Brook Rd . 
908-766-0002
Monday – Saturday 6:30 pm 
Piano Bar

rudolPH’s steakHouse
1 Mill St . 
908-766-7979
Friday, Saturday, 7:30 - 10:30 pm 

boonton
maXFIeld’s oN maIN
713 Main St .
973-588-3404
Music Wednesdays  

through Sundays

cape May
VFw Post 386
419 Congress St .
609-884-7961
Cape May Trad Jazz Society
Some Sundays, 2 pm  

live Dixieland

MaD batter 
19 Jackson St .
609-884-5970 

Wednesdays 7:30–10:30 pm

merIoN INN 
106 Decatur St .
609-884-8363
Jazz piano daily 5:30–9:30 pm

carteret
zIoN eVaNGelIcal 

LutheraN church haLL
712 Roosevelt Ave .
908-541-6955
Somerset Jazz Consortium
Usually 3rd Monday, 7–9 pm

chatham
coNcerts oN maIN –

oGdeN PresByterIaN 
church

286 Main St .
973-635-5567

cliffside Park
VIlla amalFI
793 Palisade Ave .
201-886-8626
Piano jazz Fridays & Saturdays

closter
musIclaB - temPle BetH el
221 Schraalenburgh Rd .
201-768-5112

convent station
tHe cozy cuPBoard 
4 Old Turnpike Rd .
973-998-6676

cresskill
GrIFFIN’s restauraNt
44 East Madison Ave .
201-541-7575
Tuesdays & Wednesdays 

deal Park
aXelrod PerFormING 

arts ceNter
100 Grant Avenue
732-531-9106

dunellen
roXy & dukes  

roadHouse
745 Bound Brook Rd .
732-529-4464

maGGIe murray’s  
PuB House 

119 North Washington Ave .
732-629-7660
Jazz nights 1st and 3rd 

Wednesdays

edgewater
mItcHell’s FIsH market
541 River Rd . 
201-840-9311
Jazz with a skyline view, 

Thursdays 6–10 pm

oraMa
595 River Rd . 
201-945-2020
Curtis Lundy Group,  

1st Thursdays, 7:30–10:30 pm

edison
tHe coFFee House
931 Amboy Ave . 
732-486-3400

englewood 
BerGeN Pac
30 N . Van Brunt St . 
201-227-1030

Blue mooN meXIcaN caFÉ
23 E . Palisade Ave .
201-848-4088
Sundays

ewing
VIlla rosa restauraNte
41 Scotch Rd .
609-882-6841

1867 saNctuary at ewING 
arts aNd cultural 
haVeN 

101 Scotch Rd . 
908-295-7739 
Regular jazz concerts – check 

their website for details

Fairfield
calaNdra’s 

medIterraNeaN GrIlle
118 US Highway 46
973-575-6500
Piano – Fridays & Saturdays

calaNdra’s cucINa
216-234 Route 46
973-575-7720

Florham Park
Puleo’s BrIck oVeN
162 Columbia Turnpike
973-822-0800
Accordianist Eddie Monteiro 

with drummer Buddy Green, 
Wednesdays, 7–10 pm

Gladstone
GladstoNe taVerN
273 Main St .
908-234-9055

hackensack
solarI’s restauraNt  

aNd louNGe
61 River St .
201-487-1969
Big band swing first Tuesday  

of the month

stoNy HIll INN
231 Polifly Rd .
201-342-4085
Friday & Saturday evenings

hackettstown
Mama’s cafe baci
260 Mountain Ave .
908-852-2820
Saturdays, 9:30 –11:30 pm,  

full bar and tapas menu

hackettstown center  
for the arts

181 Main St .
908-813-2626
Monthly jazz concerts/events

Haddonfield
HaddoNFIeld metHodIst 

church
29 Warwick Rd .
Tri-State Jazz Society  

usual venue
Some Sundays, 2 pm

haddon township
GIumarello’s restauraNt 

& Bar
329 Haddon Ave
856-858-9400

hoboken
PIlseNer Haus & 

BIerGarteN
1422 Grand St .
201-683-5465
Live music Thursdays, 8–12 pm,  

no cover charge

hopatcong
PaVINcI restauraNt
453 River Styx Rd .
973-770-4300
Big Band, 3rd Tuesday  

of the month

hope
tHe INN at mIllrace road
313 Hope Johnsonburg Rd . 
908-459-4884

Jersey city
BrIGHtsIde taVerN 
141 Bright St . 
201-435-1234  
Jazz jam every Monday

madame claude BIs
390 Fourth St .
201-876-8800
Gypsy jazz Tuesday & Thursday, 

7:30 pm to late

moore’s louNGe  
(BIll & rutH’s)

189 Monticello Ave .
201-332-4309
Fridays open jazz jam,  

open to all musicians, 
vocalists, dancers and  
spoken word artists; 
hosted by Winard Harper  
and Rosalind Grant  
8:30 pm – midnight

First Sundays 6–10pm

Featuring Winard Harper and 
special guests, $10 cover 

Lake hopatcong
stoNe water 
125 State Route 181
973-810-3858
Jazz piano/Sunday Brunch,  

11 am -3 pm

lambertville
deaNNa’s restauraNt 
54 N . Franklin St .
609-397-8957

Linden
roBIN’s Nest  

rHytHm & Blues
3103 Tremley Point Rd .
Linden, NJ
908-275-3043

Madison
sHaNGHaI Jazz
24 Main St .
973-822-2899
Wednesdays/Thursdays, 7 pm 
Fridays/Saturdays, 6:30 pm 
Sundays, 6 pm – No cover

Mahwah
BerrIe ceNter/ 

ramaPo colleGe
505 Ramapo Valley Rd .
201-684-7844

manalapan
moNmoutH couNty 

lIBrary
125 Symmes Dr .
732-431-7220
Free monthly jazz concerts  

September – June 

Manasquan
alGoNQuIN arts tHeatre
173 Main St .
732-528-9211

Mendham
Black Horse taVerN
1 West Main St .
973-543-7300
Saturdays

Metuchen
NoVIta
New & Pearl Sts .
732-549-5306
No cover

HaIley’s HarP & PuB
400 Main St . 
732-321-0777

milford
alBa VINeyard
269 Riegelsville Warren Glen Rd .
908-995-7800

montclair
dlV louNGe
300 Bloomfield Ave . 
973-783-6988   
Open jam Tuesdays

Palazzo restauraNt
11 South Fullerton Ave .
Fridays/Saturdays, 7 pm 

trumPets
6 Depot Square
973-744-2600
Tuesday/Thursday/Sunday, 7:30 pm, 

Friday/Saturday, 8:30 pm

Morristown
tHe BIckFord tHeatre  

at tHe morrIs museum
6 Normandy Heights Rd .
973-971-3706
Some Mondays, 7:30 pm

tHe commuNIty tHeatre
100 South St . 
973-539-8008

HIBIscus restauraNt
At Best Western Morristown Inn
270 South St .
866-497-3638
Tuesdays, Fridays, Saturdays, 

Sunday brunch

rod’s steak  
& seaFood GrIlle

One Convent Rd . (Madison Ave .)
973-539-6666

Newark
27 mIX
27 Halsey St .
973-648-9643

BetHaNy BaPtIst cHurcH
275 Market St .
973-623-8161
Jazz vespers, and 1st Saturday

clemeNt’s Place
15 Washington St .
888-466-5722
NJPAC & IJS jam sessions

de’BoraH’s Jazz caFe
18 Green St .
973-848-0040
Friday/Saturday, 7:30-11:30 pm, 

Sunday, 1-4 pm

eleVeN clINtoN
11 Clinton St .
862-234-2269
Friday, Saturday, Sunday brunch

Ideal louNGe
219 Frelinghuysen Ave .
973-824-9308

INstItute oF Jazz studIes 
– rutGers uNIVersIty 

John Cotton Dana Library, 185 
University Ave .

973-353-5595 
Frequent free concerts .

marcus B&P
56 Halsey St .
973-645-0004 
Sunday jazz brunch 
11:30 am – 3 pm

somewhere there’s music
You can find jazz all over the state  
in venues large and small.  
Here are just some of them.

Since music offerings frequently change, we recommend you call venue to confirm there is live music at the time you plan to visit.

Listings alphabetical by town. We continually update entries. Please contact editor@njjs.org if you know of other venues that ought to be here.  
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tell them you saw it in Jersey Jazz!

We want to include any locale that offers jazz on a regular, ongoing basis . Also please advise us of any errors you’re aware of in these listings.

memorIal west uNIted 
PresByterIaN cHurcH

286 South 7th St .
973-242-1015
Jazz vespers monthly

New Jersey PerFormING 
arts ceNter

1 Center St .
888-466-5722

taste VeNue 
47 Edison Pl ., 2nd floor 
973-642-8400 
Jazz Mondays 8:00 - 11:00 pm

tHe PrIory
233 West Market St .
973-242-8012
Fridays, 7 pm, No cover

New brunswick
delta’s
19 Dennis St .
732-249-1551
Saturdays, 7–11 pm

due marI
78 Albany St .
732-296-1600
Saturdays, 7–11 pm

New Brunswick Jazz Project 
presents live jazz Fridays 
6:30-9:30 pm

tHe Hyatt reGeNcy  
New BruNswIck

2 Albany St .
732-873-1234
New Brunswick Jazz 

Project presents live jazz  
Thursdays, 8 –10:30 pm,

INc Bar aNd kItcHeN
302 George St .
732-640-0553
New Brunswick Jazz 

Project presents live jazz 
Wednesdays 8:00-11 pm

state tHeatre
15 Livingston Ave .
732-246-7469

GardeN state ale House
378 George St .
732-543-2408
New Brunswick Jazz Project 

presents live jazz & jam 
session, Tuesdays, 9:30 pm 

Newfield
lake House restauraNt
611 Taylor Pl .
856-694-5700

Newton
the NeWtoN theatre
234 Spring St .
973-383-3700
Contact venue for schedule

North bergen
watersIde restauraNt
7800 B River Rd .
201-861-7767

North branch
stoNey Brook GrIlle
1285 State Highway 28
908-725-0011

oak ridge
tHe GrIlle room
(Bowling Green Golf Course)
53 Schoolhouse Rd . 
973-679-8688

orange
Hat cIty kItcHeN
459 Valley St .
862-252-9147

Pennington
HoPewell Valley 

VINeyards
46 Yard Rd .
609-737-4465

Pennsauken
GreeNwood INN
4457 Marlton Pike
856-663-9868
Blues open mic Wednesdays

Phillipsburg
marIaNNa’s
224 Stockton St .
908-777-3500
Fridays

Princeton
Mccarter theatre
91 University Pl .
609-258-2787

medIterra
29 Hulfish St .
609-252-9680
No cover

rIcHardsoN audItorIum 
IN aleXaNder Hall

68 Nassau St .
609-258-9220

salt creek GrIlle
1 Rockingham Row,  

Forrestal Village
609-419-4200

wItHersPooN GrIll
57 Witherspoon St .
609-924-6011
Tuesday night jazz,  

6:30–9:30 pm

rahway
uNIoN couNty  
PerFormING arts 
ceNter

1601 Irving St . 
732-499-0441 

randolph 
tHe corNer BIstro
477 Route 10
862-251-7274 
Every 1st and 3rd Thursday

red bank
couNt BasIe tHeatre
99 Monmouth St .
732-842-9000

Jazz arts ProJect
Various venues
throughout the year . Refer to
www .jazzartsproject .org for
schedules and details

molly PItcHer INN
88 Riverside Ave .
800-221-1372

sIam GardeN
2 Bridge Ave .
732-224-1233

somers Point
GreGory’s restauraNt 

& Bar
900 Shore Rd .
609-927-6665

somerville
PINoy FIlIPINo 

restauraNt
18 Division St .
908-450-9878

south amboy
bLue MooN
114 South Broadway
732-525-0014
Blues jam Thursdays

south orange
PaPIlloN 25
25 Valley St .
973-761-5299

rIcaltoN’s VIllaGe 
taVerN

19 Valley St .
973-763-1006
Tuesdays

soutH oraNGe 
PerFormING arts 
ceNter

One SOPAC Way
973-235-1114

south river
la taVola cucINa
700 Old Bridge Turnpike
South River, NJ 08882
732-238-2111 
open jam session Thursday, 
7:30-10 pm 
No cover, half-price drink 

specials

stanhope
staNHoPe House
45 Main St .
973-347-7777
Blues

succasunna
roXBury PerFormING 

arts ceNter
Horseshoe Lake Park
72 Eyland Ave .
862-219-1379

tappan, Ny
tHe ‘76 House
110 Main St .
845-359-5476
(just over the NJ border)

teaneck
tHe JazzBerry PatcH  

at tHe classIc  
QuIcHe caFe 

330 Queen Anne Rd . 
201-692-0150
Friday nights 7-10 pm, $`12

PuFFIN cultural Forum
20 Puffin Way
201-836-3499

st. Paul’s  
LutheraN church

61 Church St .
201-837-3189
Jazz Vespers, 4th Sunday of 

the month

tom’s river
Jay & lINda GruNIN 

ceNter For tHe arts
College Dr .
732-255-0400
Some Wednesdays

trenton
amIcI mIlaNo
202 Bayard St .
609-396-6300

caNdlelIGHt louNGe
24 Passaic St .
609-695-9612
Saturdays, 3–7 pm

union
salem roadHouse caFe
(Townley Presbyterian Church)
829 Salem Rd .
908-686-1028

VaN GoGH’s ear caFÉ
1017 Stuyvesant Ave .
908-810-1844
Sundays 8 pm, $3 cover

Voorhees
coFFee works roastery 

& caFe
910 Haddonfield-Berlin Rd .
856-701-2064

Watchung 
watcHuNG arts ceNter
18 Stirling Rd .
908-753-0190

Wayne
wIllIam PatersoN  

uNIVersIty
300 Pompton Rd .
973-720-2371
Sundays, 4 pm

westfield
16 ProsPect wINe Bar  

& BIstro
16 Prospect St .
908-232-7320

West orange
HIGHlawN PaVIlIoN
Eagle Rock Reservation
973-731-3463
Fridays

suzyQue’s BarBecue 
& Bar

34 South Valley Rd .
973-736-7899

Westwood
BIBI’z louNGe
284 Center Ave .
201-722-8600

Woodbridge
BarroN arts ceNter
582 Rahway Ave .
732-634-0413

Wood ridge
martINI GrIll
187 Hackensack St .
201-939-2000
Live jazz Wednesday  

through Saturday

For the link to 
each venue’s 
website,  
please visit  
www .NJJS .org, 
and c-lick on 
“Jazz Support”

 
the Name Dropper Recommendations may be e-mailed to editor@njjs.org.

GeorGe colemaN aNd BrIaN 
charette – Coleman is an NEA Jazz Master for 
a reason . He’s shared bandstands with everybody 
from B .B . to Miles . These days the tenorist is 
hanging our with B-3 maven Brian Charette and 
they perform a FREE concert at Newark’s Bethany 
Baptist Church’s Jazz Vespers at 6 pm on Oct . 6 . 

Barry HarrIs trIo wItH larry 
mckeNNa – Speaking of NEA Masters, master 
pianist Harris is in William Paterson U’s Jazz Room 
with Philly tenor saxman McKenna, Oct . 14 at 4 pm. 
Free “Sittin’ In” session with the artists at 3 pm . 
Tickets: $15, $12/seniors, $8/students, $3 ticket 
charge on show day . (www .wpunj .edu)

stePHaNIe trIck aNd Paolo 
alderIGHI – The globe-trotting stride piano 
festival favorites perform four-handed classic piano 
jazz in Summit at Congregation Ohr Shalom on 
Oct . 27 . A 7:30 pm cocktails and social precedes 
their 8:45 concert . Talk about civilized! $36 until 
Oct . 22, $45/door . Tickets at: www .summitjcc .org .

Also visit  

Andy 

Mcdonough’s 

njjazzlist.com 
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